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VE ADYOCATE

THE ONLY NEWSPAPER
IN

PUBLISHED
CATRON COUNTY,

N. M.

VOL.2

DOLLARS A YEAR

TWO

When you pick up a copy of your home

paper, do you give any thought how it was
produced, or the money that is spent to print it
end deliver it at your home?

The newspaper of today, no matter if 25
cents a copy was charged, would be the cheap
est thing you bought.
In the first place it represents an investment
In plant and equipment of many , thousands
of dollars.

staff work diligently day in and
all the news and present it to
fashion. It aims to keep you
the news that s "fit for ink."

With the average paper, the price you pay
for subscription does not cover the cost of
WHITE PAPER.
Yes, the newspaper is the cheapest
you buy.

i
thing

hen support $
Think it over. Look it over.
IF
your home paper, it s the best investment you
can make, for it brings the largest returns.
1
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Reserve 1922 Carnival

Huge Success

A

People Came From All Over County
WE THANK YOU; COME AGAIN.
Everybody had a good time and Reserve is glad to have hadl
them. There was something doing every minute. Good, clean
sports from early morning to early morning. It was a jolly crowd
and it would have been a hard matter to have picked a quarrel.
Roping, riding, bronco busting, racing, base ball, picture
shows, dances; plenty of good grub and the glad hand..,What more
could one ask?

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lant gave
one of the moat enjoyable parties
of the summer last night. With
two
the able assistance of theirMabel
daughters,
young
bright
and Thelma. the time for going
home seemed, even to the older
and
ones, to come too soon. Coffee
were
fruits
and
candies
cake,
sei

red.

The Reserve Carnival is now
held yearly.

Carnival Contests
Alid the Winners
Matched pony race. 300 yards.
?Ho ses belonged to Geo. F. Farr
and Henry Graham. They were
ridden by Jasper and Dick Hud-- i
son. It was a tie.
;

i
i

Girls Cow Pony Race
Three hundred
'.Maude Allred.

yards.

1st.

.Jewell Waters,)
jMrs. Graham,
lEtlna Lusk,

Bronco

2nd.
3rd.

)

Busting

"three riders,

1st.

tGabaldon
Kelly

2nd.

Calf Roping
First Day
There weri'

15

entries, but

four who caught.
Owen Walters,
Dave Gordon,
Whiting,
Herod Hudson,

Second. Day
Thirteen ropers, three

only

.41
.41

2

.55
.61

I

hadno

NEW
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Bessie Hudson gave a
farwell entertain merit for her
brother Jim who will go to Las
Cruces to attend the state college
Miss

M. B. Baca of the Quemado
Mercantile Co. is building a four
room cottage across from his
9tor which will be for rent when
finished.

It is reported that Mrs. Eli
H. P. Collier ha.i gone
Hunter who is confined to a to Prof.
Paso
El
but will return to
much
hospital at Silver City, is
join the school faculty early in
improved.
Geo. W. Rowe, an old

resident

Mrs

R.

WORLD SMILES

NO. 20

1922,
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EDITORIAL SAYINGS

ft
X

Now w know Methuselah's secret.
Hi glands war all right.

"

wire-tapper-

tliree-year-ol-

l

IV

steel-sho-

dee-vo-

F. Graham, mother of

of this section passed away the Jim Graham, who has been visitnight of August 31st. after a ing Jim for a month past, has
brief illness. He leaves a" wife returned to her home, in Dallas.
and three children. He died of
pneumon:a.

BALL

THE RESERVE MERCANTILE COMPANY EXTENDS;;
A VOTE OF THANKS TO ALL ATTENDING THE;;
CARNIVAL FOR THEIR VERY LIBERAL PATRONAGE.!

2--

Popularity

Only Six Years Old but Proves
He Is Made of Real Stuff.

When the Desert of Sahara gets tired Billy Corsa of Pennsylvania Stands In
of being dry all ahe needs to do ia to
the Path of Two Plunging
pass a Prohibition law.
and Saves the Life
of His Brother.
It it a oaradox, but ainca John
Barleycorn turned up hia toes it is
Philadelphia.-"HillyCorsu Is onl
remarkable how he kicks up hit heels.
sir years old, and Uvea on a furm li
Wonder if the radio craze will develop Bucks county, not fur from Prrkusle
wireless
But lie Is inude of the stuff from which
real heroes are niuile. He Is Mie son
Unable after saven hundred years of
Mr. and Mrs. Ilownrd P. Corsa,
to lick Ireland, the English ar now
Billy ruse to the heights when the
wisely letting the Jrish do it.
life of his
brother, Dicl!
A Brooklyn eelorad man was all wus endangered by a pair of pluiifiliip
beaten up and the judge .advised him Percheron horses.
Undismayed, the
to keep out of bad ouniwuxv. "I kain't
stood In the path of the
yo'honor."replid the man,'-'- kain't get horses
protecting his brother with one
enough money together to
hand and turned the
horses from their path.
The Literary Digest votes ar divided
With Billy Corsa It wns entirely a
oetween wets, damps and drys. To tret
like this "I'll do what
can
the correct result, add the wets and problem
but If Dick is hurt, I'll very lil;el
damps and divide by the drys.
be hurt maybe, killed too."
PerCorsa didn't think in just
young
haps
A Home In The West.
that form, but .the Soct remains that
By J. E. Rhein.
he measured up Jo the highest stand
art! of boyish bravery, and got away
To My Wife.
with It.
In the yard of the
Dick was
Oh, give me a home in th west, in the Corsa home.playing
Boylike, he wandered
west:
Into the roadway. Iu a nearby field
Out where the pine trees grow.
Just let me be in the land of th free the I'erchenms were unhitched, preAnd let th old world go.
liminary to being housed In the burn
after
the day's work. Frisky and achome
a
in
me
in
the west,
Oh, give
the
tive, the two big mountains of horse
west.
flesh, knowing the evening meal awaitAnd let me die there, too;
I'll ao with the tide to the other aide ed In their stalls, started on a run for
the barn over the roadway where
And there I II wait for you. .
Llek Corsa-waplaying.
'II , wait 'mong the pines and skiea of
The youngster suw them coining,
blue.
turned to run Into the yard, mid fell
Where gentle breezes show
directly In their path. ISIlly Corsu saw
The .imiie of God above the sod;
his bnhy brother's danger. Like n flash
As flowers bend, and' blow
Sweet perfume rare from everywhere, he ran inlo the road and pulled Dick
to Ills feet. There wasn't time to dash
Just to welcome you.
to safely In the yard, so Billy Corsu
From Poor Indian Girl
practically threw bis brother behind
lilm. raised his arm high In the air,
To $2,000 a Day
palm out toward the pair of horses,
and shrilled, tense and piercing:
Back,
"Back, Dan
Back, Cap
19 years old. was back, I say!"
tixie
At that Instant the pnlr of
poor on government land which
were but five yards away and
was unfit for cultivation, now
receives $2,000 a day because she coming fast. TJiere, wasn't really time
allowed a stranger to drill for oi for either Cap otfiun to lialj. the mad
dash, and to "back I" there
recently. She is fast becoming dened
time for cither horse to obey
wasn't
the wealthiest womani n Oklaho
to turn and run back. But
ma. She'aays she wishes to study llterully the Perchcrons
understood.
music and to send her brother to they
They recognized that command In that
a big college.
boylsli voice; that upraised arm. Cup
swung to the right. Dim to the left,
Republican Delegates Elec and the horses passed both boys by

,

There were a large number of
Mr. and Mrs. C, B. Thomason
beautiful and popular young lathe closing of the
dies voted on. All could not win attended
annual
Campmeeting at
Baptist
have
to
not
care
do
some
and
their names published, therefore the H Y on Saturday and Sun
the names of the winners only day,
will be announced.

HERO

A

LAD

We will continue to carry the same high grade goods in all of ourjj

I

Inches.

Then Billy Corsa took his white-facefrightened brother Into the
house. He was unconscious of the fact
that he had pretty thoroughly exempli
fled the real spirit of love for his
brother, and had measured In every
way to a heroic standard.
CROSSING

PACIFIC

IN

A

JUNK

Danish Captain on His Way From
Shanghai In Little Vessel of
Chinese

Model.

Victoria, B. C Out on the tosnlng
Pacific somewhere between Asia and
North America, sails a cockleshell, 08- Chinese
foot
junk,
bearing Cupt.
fleorge Waard of Shanghai, a native
of Denmark, who Is on his way to
this port, according to advices brought
here on liners arriving recently from
the Orient.
With a crew of three Chinese, Cap
tain Waard Is making this daring trip
from China to Victoria simply to
amuse ulniselt in his old age and to
prove his lifelong contention that a
Chinese Junk, despite Its appearance,
the most seaworthy craft a Moat.
The Junk which he Is using for his
trip, however, was specially built for
him In China, and Is filled with comfortable living quarters and a modOtherwise she is one
ern compass.
of the typical affairs that teeiu lu
Chinese waters.

Don't PickOut a Printer
Blindfolded

Get the One Who Can
Help You Sell Your Goods)

have the
WEability
help

to
sell
your goods and
you
we can do this at a
reasonable cost to you.

Economy and

fdepartments.

d

1

I

BASE

e

WITH YOU

NO NEED OF WEEPING

Tales Provencher, a rancher
from the Salt Lake country, has
Mrs. Louis Jones had the mis- been here for the past week and
fortune to stick a rusty nail in may locate here permanently.
her foot which has caused her
and inconvenience.
ted to State Convention
a permanent fact and will be Miss Holliman has been quite much pain
The school janitor is busy getReserve, New Mexico, Sep. 5th
Miss.Clara Jones will leave for ting in wood for winter use; oilsick recently.
Silver City to enter the State ing floors and making other 1922
The Republican County Con
preperatior.s for the next school
Over 20,000 votes were cast.
The drougth and hot weather Normal University
vention was this iay held to
year.
climate
the
make
Of this number two young ladies have served to
select 5 Delegates! to the State
received 6,375 voles, May Ste- here very oppressive during the
Quemado
Convention which will be held at
vens receiving 3,295 and winning past week. There have been a
the
within
Albuquerque New Mex. Sep. 7th
first
local
a
ladie's wrist few
the
showers,
prize:
A Republican meeting will be
1922.
watch. Mable Hudson receiving last 24 hours.
fuin
near
the
here
held
very
The
were
3,080 votes, was given a hand-som- e
Two games were played be- selected following persons
ture. The Democrats are being
to attendthe
as
delegates
set of ear rings.
Our Young People's Christian invited to attend on condition tween Socorro and Reserve, one State Convention: J. R. Gaunt,
Miss Stevens also was given a
Endeavor is being well and en- - thai sufficient scats remain after nf nine and one of seven innings. S. J. Kidder W. S. Fullerton
bar pin for selling the greatest iVinsinqticftllv attended and a lot the Republicans are taken, care Socorro won both games. There
Ira C. Bruce and Anastacio Baca.
number of nomination tickets.
was real team work in the So
of good is being accomplished of.
The time for holding the county
nine
corro
and
carried
home
the
young
they
especially among
convention to select candidates
the bacon. Well, you won it boys. for
people.
county offiices was not st.
Glenwood
Mrs Dominica Castillo of Mag- - fairly and good naturedly and
There
being no other business
we acknowledge
the victory the
On account of the extremely dalena arrived here Tuesday for over our
adjourned.
Miss Muriel Shelton gave
meeting
home
and
team
we are
the purpose of taking a place
party Wednesday to a number of dry, hot weather for some time
to tell you that you played
glad
school
Attested,
Mrs.
with
the
faculty.
her friends and all had a most past it has been difficult for the Castillo is an excellent
teacher. real ball and that you are good :
A.'T. Chavez, Secretary
enjoyable time. The party was farmers to keep sufficient water
sports. Some day we will meet
for
irrigation
entertained with outdoor amuse in their cisterns
on
you
your home ground where
ments. Light refreshments wera purposes.
Miss Lila Johnson is expected thefair ladies and big voiced Soldier Bonus Bill Passed
served.
to arrive soon from California men many root for you as we
U. S. Senate.
Claud Sheltoo whe recently where she has been on her vaca- rooted for our home boys. But
re
has
moved to Las Cruces
The bonus bill which, if signed
Miss Johnson will occupy they needed it and so wilt you
his tion.
Joe Campbell was bitten by a turned to dispose of some of
her position of last year, that of The score between Reeerve by the President, will carry an
for the first game was
appropriation of $1,000,000,000,
teacher in- the public schools.
rattlesnake a few days ago while stock.
Socorro
7
has been passed by the U. S.
He
to
farm.
went
his
working
Reserve
5
Senate. 'It is believed .that
Silver City for treatment and is
this
left
Shelton
Mrs. Kelley
President Warding will not sigr:
N. G. Baca has gone to Albu
Second game, 7 Innings.
reported out of danger and im- inornino for Silver City where
bill for the reason that it
the
a
as
to
tne
Socorro
4
proving rapidly,
delegate
she will place her son Guy in the querque
does not carry means for raising
state
Democratic
convention.
Reserve
1
for
the
Normal
coming
State
revenue.
Col.
school year. Her daughter Muriel He is a strong supporter of
Reserve
13
To pass the bill party lines had
B. Sellers tor governor.
D.
K,
The housewives are very busy will also
attend public bcpooi
St
Johns
8
to
be entirely wiped out.
is
a
also
Sweazea
Ira
at this time canning and preserv- there.
delegate.
The vote was 44 to 22.
ing. Much of their time is also
occupied getting the children
ready for school.

time.
The time of the others follows:
Grover (Red) McFadden.32
.32 5 10
Owen Walters,
The year old baby of Mr and
Wayne Honneycutt, ' .45
.5525 Mrs Cleve Hickson has been
George Farr,
H. Graham,
.5535 quite sick for the past week,
.58 510 but reported better.
H. F. Hudson,
.59 1 5
Dave Gordon,
Dick Hudson,
,6335
local people
.79 5 areA number of the of
Bowers,
going to
talking seriously
Girls Foot Race
Reserve for the September carnival They hope to bring home
1st. some
"Edna Lusk,
of the prizes,
2nd.
Maud Allred,
3rd.
Jewell Walters,
An unusually large rattle-snakGreased Pole Climbing
was found under a hay shock. He
Won by Doyle Castanos of did not sound the usual warning
;Magdalena.
by shaking his rattb s The boys
hfm with pitch forks,
killed
Contest
Girls
...

COUNTY.

September.

Among those present were,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl rryer and
two
daughters. Mrs. Kelley
Shelton.Mr.and Mra.Ed Hudson,
Misses Deen, Powell, Davis and
Francis Williams. Charlie Deem
Geo. Burns, Jim
The true western spirit of good fellowship and genuine hospi- GuyShelton.
Hudson. Ed Shelton and wife,
tality was every where manifest For the time we were just one Misses Muriel Shelton, Francis
and Lula
Bessie
big family. And the kiddies: what a wonderful outing for them Hollimon,
Hudson.
one big circus.

just

CATRON

Albuquerque
August 30. 1922.
The political pendulum as evidenced by the platforms adopted at the Republican and
Conventions in Ohio swfngs favorably in the directiou of G. 0. P. success and the followers
of the "donkey" are reaching out in the darkness, seeking vainly a place of anchor.
The platform, adopted at the Republican Convention i9 u staunch declaration, of confidence
im the administration of President Harding and a complete endorsement
of the congressional
record of the party. The party's claims to the support of the electorate is based on great achieve
the long list of constructive enactments
ments indealing with domestic and foreign problem
of the Sixty Seventh. Congress - the inauguration of the budget system effecting a saving of $750,
HUB, 000 annually, and the firm administrative toreinn policy, rnese are a
few of the items on
which the Republicans of Ohio base their claim for the continued support of the voters of the state,
argument.
a record unquestionably compelling
Now comes, in striking contrast the feeble contentionsof the Democrats, Having no
jssrty achievements justifying the support of the electorate, the Ohio Democrats are resting their
cae chiefly on the ancient tariff contention that has so long served as the main reliance of their
Denization and so oftera left them by the wayside. No sane minded citizen who has followed
tariff legislation will be misled by such insane babblings, for the undisputable record shows that
an ever increasing large element of Democratic strongholds is fast adopting Republican views
relative to protection and that a large number of Democratic Senators and Congressmen lined up
with Republican protectionists in support of high tariff. Thus, the "Bubble" breaks and the old
democratic inconsistency is brought to light. It is a well warranted assumption that the American
people still desire protection and the "protective tarirt" mandate, which the electorate, in 1922,
imposed upon Congress.
WUh a record of failure under the Wilson regime, which they can well afford to dodge,
with
and
absolutely nothing constructive ot offer, the democrats are compelled to resort to bare assertions in an effort to induce the voters to accept unwarranted contentions at the fictitious values
placed on them by their sponsors. Such tactics wi'l not carry far with New Mexico voters, who can
plainly see the achievements of the Republican party and the weakness of the Democratic play.
If the Ohio conventions can be construed as adopting an outline1 of party platforms
which will b general throughout the country, it will be up to our electorate to choose between a
and quibbling contentions and one whose claims to
party which deals in unsupported assertions
a constructive program for the future, and such a
achievements
and
support are baied on (treat
victory.
a
Republican
choice will insure

Mr. and Mrs. Reader

Its editor and
day out to gather
you in readable
informed on all

RESERVE,

AND THE

SMILE

stand-ardizati- on

are the

We especially solicit your mail orders which will receive our
jprompt attention and be forwarded as early as possible after receipt of same.!

Reserve Mercantile Company,

watchwords here. We
use Hammermill Bond,
the standard, economical, business paper and
we turn out a grade of
printing that brings results for our customers.

LET US SHOW YOU

THE RESERVE
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IMPROVED
ROADS

x
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GREAT SYSTEM OF HIGHWAYS
Schema Being Worked Out by Federal
and State Authorities to Surpass
Other Countries.

if

(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)

l!f

v-;- f.

p

11

system of highways that will serve
the whole country and will be fur su
perlor to any other In the world Is
being mapped out by federal and state
engineers. It is estimated that the system will comprise 180,000 miles of
road. The federal highway act recent
ly enacted specifically requires that all
federal aid be spent on a connected
system of highways consisting of not
more than 7 per cent of the road mileage in each state, and that, this system
shall consist of interstate or primary
mails and iiitercounty or secondary
A

Jt

roads.

Proposed systems have been received by the bureau of public roads
of the United States Department of
Agriculture from all but eight states,
l'liey are plotted on a large map of the
United States and carefully examined

III
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Utmost in Quality
Pure materials, scientific manufacture, absolute cleanliness
then sealed against all impurity.
That

is Wrigley's as you get

it

fresh and full flavored.

Aids digestion, keeps teeth
white and clean breath sweet
and disposition sunny.

Have you
tried this
one?

WRIGLEY'S P. K.
is

the new

refreshment
that can't

be beat.
An

Improved

Michigan

Highway.

with the roads of
adjacent states and service to all sections of the country. Where
is not satisfactory conferences
are held with all interested state hlgh-in- y
officials and routes adjusted.
Many states have nireudy adjusted
difficult problems with their neighbors.
As an example the system sent In by
Nebraska showed a big gap in an important road along the northern boun
As
of
the enemy.
they passed
striking distance
It was learned, however, thnt
dary.
cries
met
of,
with
the retreating French they were
Kouth Dakota would follow with a
"You're zigzag; you're crazy. Sure death ahead.
that would fit like pictures on
There Is no hope; go back." But these eager, ystem
blocks.
Since the federal highway
smooth-faceAmericans, who had never smelled toy
act of last November becume a law,
the smoke of bnttle were not made of the stuff
roads certain to be on the system
that goes back when the enemy Is In front. Un- only
have been approved for construction.
perturbed, they landed In the mud, and under
covxt of the woods formed their lines and calmly
waited for the dawn, when about 15,000 Americans MUCH LOWER BIDS ARE MADE
met and held and stopped five German divisions.
was the
So fierce and unfaltering
Applause.
to Reports to Bureau of
attack that the enemy took It for granted that According
Public Roads Prices Will Be
renr.
the
In
reserves
were
unlimited
there
Greatly Reduced.
"The miracle was performed, the march on Paris
stopped, the oncoming hordes turned back, the
Early bids for (he construction of
Chateau-Thierrdrive began, the destiny of civi- federal-ai- d
roads indicate that prices
lization changed. Applause.
during the coming season will be mateIt
had rially lower than last season, accord"The soul of America had won because
broken the cocksure spirit of the enemy, had re- ing to reports received by the bureau
kindled In the breasts of the drooping allies a of public roads of the United States
morale that ran from one end of the lines to the Department of Agriculture. While
other. For the supersoldler of the world, with bids have not been received on any
large volume of work, there Is, howtremendous advantage of numbers, had been
ever, enough to Indicate a lower level
by a few simple, modest, untrained Americans; and these snme Americans were her tn of prices.
coming by the thouGrading has been bid at 20, 23 and
great numbers, and they were
sands. The war could end In but one way. At the 30 cents a cubic yard In Missouri, Ardrive, when the pall kansas nnd Minnesota, respectively, as
height of the Chateau-Thierr- y
of that terrible certain dally advance, when the compared with an average of 35 cents
shelling of Paris nnd the nightmare of air raldi for the section in which these states
was too recent to be forgotten, not a soul could are located In 1921.
Prices of reinforcing steel In place
be found In the ranks of any army or In any walk
In life so base but he was free to admit that It was range around 6 cents as compared
the American soldier who won the war, turned the with the 1921 price of 8 or 9 cents,
tide, saved them when they had their backs to the and bridge steel at 4 cents against
wall. Yet now, when It Is all safely over, there 7 to 8 cents.
A few bids, for the best grade of
are those who ungratefully say, 'We would have
1.
Applause.
concrete, of about $17 a cubic yard
won, anyway.' They would, like h
"Our boys were far from their homes. It put have been received In sections where
shame Into the hearts of men who were fighting the 1921 price was about $25 a cubic
for their very hearth sides and fnmlltes to see yard.
Frlces bid for the construction of
such daring nnd spirit In luds who needed no spur.
It began June 6 nt ISelleau Wood and continued concrete roads per square yard are as
Alsne-Mnrn- e
drive, the Somrae cam- follows: Ohio, $1.52; Colorado, $2.27,
through the
St. Mlhlel, Ypres-Lys- ,
through the Meuse-Argonn- e, and Georgia, $1.38, as compared with
paign,
clear up to November 11, Six months an average for the1916-192-whole country dur
0
of $2.57 a
ing the period
and the Job was done.
as to

'frvv

I

VV'I'V l.linil niturunu
tt,a Virlil
win- wen' cwlilfi inlo tlie nailery of
tin- - iiiiti'initl Ikiuko of representatives
Krom there
iinc day tills summer.
tliey went to t he somite, then to a
irnrden piirty at the White House.
These vetenins from the nttvy and

from every European Imttletield
where Amorlriins fought lire being
rehiihllltateil In the EverKreen School
for the Wind In Iiiiltinmre. They
want congress to (.'runt them an In
" "ssorliition which shall keep
for
corporation
tliem toyetlier and "enshrine their common sac-

llii

rifice."
It ia Iiepresentntive Tliomns D. Scliall of Minnesota who has Introduced the incorporation hill.
Culling the attention of the house to the visitors
In the (,'iillery,
he made an eloquent speech that
Btlrred even the hhise house and hroimht forth
many hursts of applause. I'rohahly one reason
the speech was eloquent was because the speaker
knew what lie was talking about. For he had been
under fire with the hoys on the firing line. He was
on the American transport Mount Vernon when
Bhe

was torpedoed

off

Hrest September

5,

with

a

loss of .'!" killed. He was In France during July
and August of 1018 and followed the Americans
drive. As he said In his
In the Chateau-Thierrspeech :
"I was with Major Fuchs In Cohan, where white-ho- t
fragments of shell lay smoking in the Btreet,
the town being shelled every 13 minutes. I experienced creeping upon hands and knees for about
half a mile to nvold exposure to the enemy. I
savored the heavy white dust, the flies, the heat,
and the snintlness of water; the smell of decnylng
flesh, where the human dominated t lie animul. I
heard the mighty uproar of night attacks, where
like lu-n- t
lightning the barrage played along the
sky; the boom of artillery and the burst of shell;
the heavy rumble of trucks bringing troops, munitions and supplies to the front; and ambulances
setting out with the wounded.
"From actual contact with soldiers In action, In
field and camp, I know something of what our
boys suffered and what they accomplished over
there. I dined with them ut mess and communed
with them In bivouac In the night, at a time when
men's tongues lire loosed and they talk. Today
they narrowly missed death. I'orhaps It would be
their turn tomorrow, and so on the verge of eternity they spoke their hearts and told the plain
truth without fear or favor. No whlners among
No boasters.
them.
Just matter-of-fnrpure
stuff, the dross burned nway hi actual fellowship
with death, leaving their souls vibrant instruments
of truth. If I had but one word with which to
fleseribe the American soldier, I would describe
him with (he word 'courage.' No nation In all the
annals of war has produced average Individuals
with such predominant oourage, such unheard-o- f
heroism, such willing offering of life."
I!ut Mr. Schall's speech was eloquent for another
reason also: He himself Is a blind man "lost
sight through electric shock," says the Congressional Directory. Said he, in his Introduction:
"No doubt every one of these boys has cried out
In his hour of trial, 'O Lord, If possible, take this
cup from me,' and would have chosen to have
remained upon the battlefield, with no wakening,
to bear, day after day, the heavy cross of silent
waiting. The constantly recurring thought In the
early days of blindness is, 'Is not death to be preferred?' for they then reuson with the mind of the
seeing. I cun remember upon losing my sight,
acquaintances meeting me after a lapse of time
would say, 'Schall, I heard yon were dead.' I replied, 'Not dead. Just blind!' Hut I could readily
Interpret what they thought. When they beard
that I had lost my sight, they said to themselves,
1 would rather be dead.' And so, having said It,
they concluded that I wu dead. But I am not
And I am quite sure that the
dead.
Applause.
blind soldiers who are here In the gallery today
will prove that they are not dead.
Applause.
"These men are making good under their trials.

There Is one young lad up there, deaf In one ear,
both hands gone, blind, yet be Is studying law. He
lias learned the typewriter, and he writes as fine
a letter as any one of you can do with your sight
Applause. They are all very much nllve. They
have refused to be downed.
They have tackled
their handicap with the same spirit nnd go and
dash that they bucked the stalemnte of the
trenches, and with a yell, 'Come on, boys, do you
want to live forever?' sent the American spirit up
and down the allied lines to win the victory for
the world." Applause.
Here are some of 4he good things tn the eloquent speech of this blind legislator speaking for
men:
the blind
"We have been accustomed to believe the European propaganda that everything overseas is far,
far better than our home product; that to produce
a soldier up to European grade, they must be
drilled year after year. Rut here were these raw
American boys performing deeds of judgment, decision and valor that forced from their
allies and opponents the admission that they had
never seen or heard the like.
"A heroic soul here and there would have been
within the bounds of expectation, but the constant
grade of the whole product of the nntlon, drafted
and volunteers, with whom you came In contact
there on the death fields could not but give you
pause and force the thinking mind to ask why a
nation had produced such universal phenomena.
"In touch with these wonderful men day after
day, In whom heroism was us common as the dirt
under foot, comparing them with the other soldiery, I was Impelled to ask myself what made
this vast gap in the fortitude, courage, Judgment,
between human Individuals of the snme civilization, and the answer was driven In upon me that
the difference lay In their greater soul power,
because nt hist flod had reared n government under which the soul, that thing nkin to Him, could
grow; a government whose aim was the development nnd fostering of Initiative of the Individual,
where they had freedom to choose between right
and wrong ; where any citizen could aspire to the
highest office In the land ; where religion was unhampered, their thoughts unrestrained, where they
dared to think and feel out loud; where equal opportunity was their birthright, and no high wall of
Verboten' Is endured ; where each stands upon his
own resources, for what he is nnd what he can do,
and every man Is the equal of his neighbor; where
the Stars and Stripes from the towers of our public schools speak the spirit of America and beckon
her children to a heart of understanding that can
discern between right and wrong.
"It Is true the allies furnished the guns, but
America furnished the soul that won the war.
Applause. Until that soul was loosed In combat
upon the battle fields defeat of the allies was Inevitable. I'arls had been ordered evacuated. Big
Kertba shells were bursting everywhere In the
streets. Consternation prevailed. Lines of refuA German
gees were streaming from the city.
army, headed by the Prussian Guard nnd commanded by the crown prince, was advancing with
the steady precision of clockwork at the rate of
four to five miles a day. German patrols had been
captured within six miles of I'arls. The terrible
bombardment and onslaught of the shock troops
had forced the French back and back until the
GermunB, gaining possession of the heights about
Iielleati Wood, had cleared the roads for eight
d

miles in advance.
"With their march unresisted for several miles
ahead, the Prussian Guard was ordered to put on
their dress uniforms with spiked helmets. The
officers, decked themselves In dress regalia with
starched bosom shirts. The Germans had no other
thought but that they were going trlumpbnntly
Into Paris. The French believed It, the English
believed It, the Iieiglans believed It, the Italians
believed It. all the world believed It. Hut the boys
of four American regiments did not believe It. The
Fifth und Sixth marines, the Ninth and Twenty-thir- d
Infantry of the Second division, being the
nearest at hand, were crowded into trucks as close
as they could stand and hurried ha the night to

"Reared on American soil, Imbibing her prinAmerican soldier did not
ciples of freedom, the
need years of Intense training. He was used to
man was
a
thinking and deciding. In pinch, every
The Intelligence of the American
an officer.
war
equipped him to understand the to game quickly.
move apart
Heroes every one, they dared
to fight
twenty, thirty, fifty, sixty feet ; they dared
alone and die alone. The average run of the Euto
ropean soldier has not the private Initiative
alone. He fights best In mass
fight alone and die
where he sees the form of his companion ahead,
feels the rub of the elbow of his pal at his side,
henrs the tread of his comrade In the rear. He must
to do and die.
have a crowd to give spirit and soul
The American soldier, because of his Individual
development has soul power that dares stand alone.
The European must group this soul power to produce the necessary courage. The American soldiei
Is a lion who dares forage alone. Wolves hunt In
who
soldier Is an
packs. The American nwful solitudes. eagle
Swallows
dares soar aloft In the
Uover in thousands. The American soldier darea
to die right now. The European soldier tomorrow,
Ask the German soldier or officer who won the
war, and he will tell you that It was the Americans. Thnt It was the Americans who advanced
Into no man's land without hesitation, and cam
on with thnt dogged determination that sharpnest, ambush, hand grenades,
shooter, machine-gurifles, concealed mines, gas shells, curtains of fire,
small and big artillery, the blasts of hell Itself
Applause.
could not stop.
"It Is the soul In the breasts of these boys up
here In the gallery that Is going to count. It Is the
soul that measures the size of the man, whether
on the battlefield or In the conflict of life, and our
blind friends In the gallery have been tried and
found not wanting."
n
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PROJECTS

Mileage Under Construction In
May Amounted to Nearly
15,000 Miles.

road projects totaling
miles in length were completed
and 541 miles went under Construction during May, bringing the total
under construction to nearly 15,000
miles and the mileage In completed
projects to 17,038, according to reports of the bureau of public roads,
United States Department of Agricul
ture. These figures Indicate that the
federal-aisystem grew at a rate of
more thnn 20 miles per day on each
working day of the month. Allotments
of funds to definite projects amounted
to $7,828,000 during the month.
Federal-ai-

003

d

Mark Set for 1922.
Three hundred and fifty thousand
miles of Improved highways, extend
ing through every state In the Union,
Is the mark set for the summer of
1922.

Kicks Would Pave Roads.
If we could cash In the kicks we
make on poor roads, we would soon
have them all paved.

lerculosii the Worst Enemy.
Tuberculosis In poultry causes
(mater loss than among cattle.

Wrigley's Adds a Zest and Helps Digest
PRIDE IN SCHOOLS
Dominant Feeling Among Settlers
in Western Canada.
Despite "Newness" of the Country,
There Are No Better Institutions
of Learning Anywhere.

tion is not limited to the three It's
but nature study and manual craftt
are taught, In order that the future
agriculturist mny have his education
al foundation laid. Many rural schools
have pleasant gardens attached, witl
flower nnd vegetable beds, and th
visitor to one such school deep In tlu
country says she will never forget the
pride with which a little lad showei
her the patch of onions In his plot
Thrift Is also taught in the schools
by means of the dime bank.
"Following the primary schools ther
are secondary schools, where training
is free. This Includes classics, modern
languages, science, mathematics, advanced English, and often agricultural,
nnd technical subjects,
commercial,
the girls
nnd but this concerns
household economics. For three years
this lasts, and then comes matriculation Into the university, a matrlcul
tion which admits direct to the i
or science degree, or the educatlor
may be completed by a course In somt
special subject at a technical institute." Advertisement.

There Is frequently hesitation ex
pressed by those whose minds are
almost made up to move to the agricultural lands of Western Canada,
that the children will not enjoy the
them in
school privileges afforded
their present surroundings. Tills is a
reasonable doubt. The country is new.
It Is within the memory of ninny who
will read this that the bison roamed
these prairies at will, that there were
no railronds, no settlements beyond
that of some of the Hudson Bay posts,
a few courageous ranchmen and Indians. It was a country of unknown
Almost as soon as a man joins
quantity. It Is different todny, and it
has been made different In that short Don't Worry club they begin making
time because of the Intent stores of trouble for him about his dues.
wealth hidden in the land, which has
been made to yield bountifully through
the daring enterprise" of the pioneer
and the railways thnt had the courage
to extend their enterprising lines of
steel throughout its length and a great
portion of its breadth. Villages and
hamlets have developed into towns and
towns into cities, supported and maintained by those who, coming practi
6 Bell-an- s
cally from nil parts of the world, and
Hot water
the
neighmany, yes, thousands, from
Sure Relief
boring states to the south, hove taken
up Innd that cost them but a trifle as
ELL-AN- S
compared with what they were able
to dispose of the holdings upon which
they had been living for years. These 25$ and 754 Packages. Everywhere
people brought with them a method
In life that electrified and changed the
entire Canadian West. Today things
are different, aud a trip to Western
Canada will show a country new but
old. New because changes have been
wrought thnt give to the newcomer
the opportunity to become part of a
A man is as old as his organs; he
growing and developing country it
be as vigorous and healthy at
gives the chnnce to say what shall be can
in
made of It ; old because there has been 70 as at 35 if he aids his organs
functions.
Keep
their
those
life
its
into
things
performing
brought
that have proven useful in older counyour vital organs healthy with
tries, while there has been eliminated
everything that would tend to a backward stage. A writer, dealing with
soclul matters, treats of the schools,
and says:
"Everywhere the school follows the
plow. Cities which a few years ago The world's standard remedy for kidney,
were represented by scattered shacks liver, bladder and uric cid troubles since
stimulates viut
are proud today of their school build- 1696; corrects disorders;three
sizes.
All druggists,
ings. The web of education is being organs.
on ororr fcoi
Lately, Look for thandname Goldno MxUl
spread over the prairie.
imitation
accopt
however, a new policy has been adoptInstead of many rural schools,
ed.
big central schools are being establishedeach serving an area of fifty
square miles or so, and children who
live a mile nnd a half away are conmotor
veyed thither In
cars. In the summer, of course, they
come on "bikes" or ponies.
"And the young Idea is taught to
W. M. U., DENVER, NO.
shoot in many directions. The instruc
tfi-t-

Relief
Sure
INDIGESTION
FOR

MAN'S
BEST AGE
COLD MEDAL

Shave With

Cuticura Soap

d

The New Way
Without Mug

THE RESERVE
ITflfl

NO

BUSINESS

TO CRAWL

Fragrant
and Smooth

"How fast were you going?" .
"Your lionor, I wus Just crawling
along."
"It's rather curious that most of the
people who are charged In this court
with speeding suy they were 'crawling

Fragrant daintiness

combines with purity.
For three generations
beautiful women have

selected Colgate's
Cashmere Bouquet

"Your honor, I'm a professional
An ordinary ohserver might have
thought my cur was traveling at high
speed, but to me It was crawling."
"Ahem I understand your point of
view exactly, and out of respect to
your hazardous profession, where
speed is- essential to safety, I'll fine
you $23 for crawling." Birmingham

r.

Toilet Soap.

Luxuriouj
Lasting
Refined

Unique Distinction.
"Well, my friend," said the motor
tourist, "are you sat'sfled with your
lot?"
"Yes," said Mr; Cobbles. "I can't
complain."
"Would you mind letting me take a
snapshot of you with my camera?"
"What for?"
"I've traveled through a dozen
states and you are the first farmer I've
met who didn't tell me he would rather be anything else on the topside of
creation than a
tiller
of the soil." Birmingham

w
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SUSPENDERS

A fuJl rmr'iwarormoniffaftimnted
(TBcsm! BOe),
Men's Garters (Wkj) and How Supporter (all sizes,
S6e). No rubber to rot from beat or swoat. PhosBronse
Rustless
nr.
tbt itretch.
phor
Springs
ASK YOUR DEALKR. If hflesn't supply yoa, send
dlrBCt. giving dealer'! namt. Aoeept no substitute.
the genuine
Look for guarantee
name on buckle. Writs for story 01
Spring Stratoh.
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ud

STRsTCH
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SUSPENDER
COMPANY
V N- - Way and SmUo Umm
Adrian, Mich.
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PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
RcmoretiDuiariiff-StopsUat-

r

Restores Color And

Hh
ii.iuu iTuinrnia.
W Ka. Patchogue.

Uiaoox Cnomlaai

N. T.

Cutlcura Soap for the Complexion.
Nothing better than Cutlcura Soap
dally and Ointment now and then as
needed to make the complexion clear,
scalp clean and hands soft and white.
Add to this the fasclnntlng, fragrant
Cutlcura Talcum, and you have the
Cutlcura Toilet Trio. Advertisement,
The Busy Wife.
Krlss Why don't you get your wife
to sew that button on your coat?
She is
Kress She Is too busy.
working on four picture puzzles, read
ing two continued stories, and following up five serial pictures in the movies. Judge.

FREEDOM FROM
LAXATIVES

lrug

Discovery by Scientists Has Replaced
Them.

Quickly Relieved by

Wakefield's

Balsam
Blackberry
For
years
Blackberry Balsam
Wakefield's

76

has been the surest and quickest remedy
for Diarrhoea, Dysentery and all loose bowel
troubles In adults, children and babies.
While tt Is quick and positive In Its action,
It la harmless and does not constipate. It
Checks the trouble and leaves the stomach and
bowels In their natural, regular condition.
Every home should have a bottle ready for
audden attacks. 60c and $1. $1 bottle boldi
I times the 60c size, Sold everywhere.
need sot be tola
or streaked with
Q-B A N
gray
HAIR COLOR
RESTORER will'
quickly revive It and briny back all its original
oolor and luxuriance. At all good dmsrtrlnta, 7oc, or
direct from HES5JG EUI3, CluaMs, MEMPHIS, TENN.

Your Hair

D

I
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Pills and salts give temporary relief from constipation only at the expense of permanent injury, says an
eminent medical authority.
Science has found a newer, better
way a means as simple as Nature
Itself.
In perfect health a natural lubricant
keeps the food waste soft and moving.
But when constipation exists this natural lubricant Is not sulilcient. Medical authorities have found that the
gentle lubricating action of Nujol most
closely resembles that of Nature's own
lubricant. As Nujol Is not a laxative
It cannot gripe. It is In no sense a
medicine. And like pure water It is
harmless and pleasant.
Nulol Is prescribed by physicians;
used in leading hospitals. Get a bottle
from your druggist today. Advertise
ment.

His good health, says a vegetarian,
FOR BURNS CUTS ITOH SORES
75c at stores; 83c by mail. Address Is the result of eating no meat and
New York Drug Concern, New York chewing It well.

YOUNG GIRLS NEE 0 CARE
Mothers, watch your Daughters' Health

cold water and flavoring to taste. Beat
the yolks until thick, add cold water and
beat again until thick; sift the sugar
several times, add it to the yolks, then
tlm flour alternately with the whites,
the flour having been sifted four times,
three times after It Is measured. Bake
very slowly at first. Use a tube pan.
The cake Bhould, when properly made
and linked, be the size of an eleven-eg-

Something to Think About
By F. A. TDALKER

vice.
Many a woman has suffered years
of prolonged pain and misery through
having been the victim of thoughtlessness or ignorance on the part of
those who should have guided her
through the dangers and difficulties
that beset this period.
Mothers should teach their girls
what danger comes from standing
around with cold or wet feet, from
lifting heavy articles, and from overworking. Do not let them over-studIf they complain of headache, pains
in the back and lower limbs, they
need a mother's thoughtful care and

sympathy.
AHotueholdWord in Mother's House
writes Mrs. Lynd, about Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
"My mother gave me Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
when I was 14 vears old for troubles
nave and for loss of
girls often
weight Then after I married I took
the Vegetable Compound before
each child was born and always when
.1 felt the least run down. Both my

sister

and sister-in-latake it and
have only the highest praise for it. It
has been a household word in my

Mra
mother's house for years. "
Katheryn Lynd, 2431 Gladys Ave.,
111.
Chicago,
A Little Book Helped Her to Decide
Milwaukee, Wis.
"My daughtei
took: Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound as she was so weak and
did not feel like going to school. She
was like that for a whole year before
taking your Vegetable Compound. I
found a little book of yours in our
mail-bo- x
and decided to give her your
medicine. She is now strong and well
and attends school every day. We
recommend your Vegetable Compound to all mothers with weak
daughters. You"- may use this letter
as a testimonial.
Mrs. E. Kluczny,
917 20th Ave., Milwaukee. Wis.
"I was always feeling tired and
sleepy, was losing in weight and
would faint at times. I had other
troubles too, that made me feel badly. I read your little books and beard
friends talk about the good Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound had
done them, so I have taken it too.
The results are most satisfactory.for
I have gained in weight and my bad
symptoms are gone. I recommend
your Vegetable Compound to all my
friends and you may make whatever
use you like of this letter." Gloria
Ramirez, 1116 9th Ave., Tampa,
Florida.

-

k
upon "Ailments
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private
Peculiar to Women" will be gent you free upon request. Write
E.
to the Lydia Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
This book contains valuable information.
Text-Boo-
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angel food.

THE INEVITABLE EBB

The inevitable ebb fills his soul
with Inexpressible terror.
Though he shuts h,'a mouth hard
X7HEN the ebb tide comes, ap- " parently determined to sweep and says nothing to his suspecting
you off your feet and enrry you down wife, he cannot quell the sickening
to the waiting sea ; or when the storm fear. .
Danger lurks In the waves and In
clouds darken the serene sky and obscure your bright, trustworthy guiding the wind In the very breath of Idle
star, summon all your courage and gossip.
The shoals are marked by fretting
hasten to reach the nearest friendly
foam leaping high In the air, but the
port.
A man naturally thinks It will go night Is dark. His nerve Is undone.
hard with him If the tide turns and Ills once keen perception falls him.
And yet, If he Is a true mnn, or
sets against him.
If long accustomed to good fortune, a man in the making, this Is the one
fnlr winds and sunny weather, a time In his life when he will show
sudden burst of opposition at Its first his mettle, grip the wheel with a
firmer hold, bend his back and resomanifestation of energy appals him.
For years he has been making rapid lutely face the snarling gale panting
progress, avoiding the reefs upon In Its effort to hurl his ship upon the
which many of his intimates have rocks.
In every life there Is a shipwreck
been wrecked.
somewhere burled In the sands of
When they sank beneath the growling waters he smiled complacently unforgotten years.
and congratulated himself on his suIt tells the tale of a day that Is
done, of fond hopes, that were swept
perior skill.
Ills craft was seaworthy, his vision to sea and sucked under the waters
clear and his hand unerringly sure.
of the Inevitable ebb, from which
But now, as the ebb froths In anger, no man can always steer clear, but
he realizes that his boasted cleveragainst which every brave man will
ness was largely a matter of condi- battle until he makes port.
(
tion with which his ability had nothby McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
0
ing to do.
He has fallen back so long on the
thought that he was a superman, pos
sessed of extraordinary prowess, the
change alarms him.
If you want a thing will It, don't merely
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Will M. Maupin
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Take four eggs,
cupfuls of sugar,
f
cupful of

"Hutu.

one-hal-
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Western Newspaper Union.)
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Upon the things of other days.
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O, baby boy, I love you so
A tiny cap with upturned brim
That eloquently speaks of him
These are the treasures laid away
To gaze upon at close of day.
A little box with

SSL

lid
Beneath which treasured things are
tear-stnlne- d

hid.
A broken top, a toy, a whip,
A crippled ox from Noah's ship;
A tiny stocking all the wealth
That men secure by work, or stealth,
Would not suffice to buy from me
One thing I ope the lid to see.
A little box with

Beneath which

love-wor- n

shoes.
Doctor Danbo and his son reached
Longs Peuk Inn at 4 :30 o'clock In the
afternoon and notified Chief Ranger
Allen of the national park service of

the tragedy.
PARK, COLO. J. E. Kltts
Mlluri Kv ll.rl.f.
Pnln
nlng on the top of Longs peak (14,255
feet) In Bocky Mountain national
park. J. E. Bullas of Topeka, Kan.,
was knocked unconscious at the sntne

ESTES

time.
Mr. Bullas started alone nt sunrise
from the Y. M. C. A. camp in the
park to make the ascent. At timber-linhe come upon Mr. Kltts and Itev.
Mr. Donho and son of Greeley, and
the party mnde the ascent, arriving
at the summit at 12:30 o'clock.
They were standing beside the cnlrn
that marks the extreme crest of the
peak W'hen a thunderstorm came up.
The first stroke of lightning struck
Kltts, killing him instantly. Bullns
was rendered unconscious.
Rev. Mr.
Danbo and his son (1m1 all they could
to revive Bullas, and falling, sec it
down the peak to get assistance.
e

"Where Did You Get the Sable Furs?"
ETR01T. Stolen sable or bought
marten? On the answer to that
question probnbly hinges the outcome
of the $115,000 slander suit of Miss
Agnes La kb against Mrs. Sniltli- Bourke.
Miss Luge Is a stenographer. Mrs.
Is one of the most dis
tinguished society matrons here. Miss
and decidedly
Lage Is twenty-twT"
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THE FRIENDLY

Uncommon

By

JOHN

p.flCA
VJCJLl.dC

BLAKE

FIRST

first consideration.
When, either In
figuring, or In writing, or in any line
"EMPTY years ago a mathematical of endeavor you are sure that you can
marvel mystified audiences In small be accurate It Is safe to cultivate
towns In the United States.
speed.
He would walk up to a blackboard
But never work so fast that you are
and ask people In the house to give not sure you are getting down the
him two long numbers.
right answers to your problem. BetGiven such numbers as 3,796,402,- - ter creep for a while than fall every
607 and
72,875,295,839 he would time you attempt to run.
The quick men are valuable, of
place one below the other, announce
that he would multiply them, and course, but they are never Judged for
write beneath them the answer.
their speed alone. If their work
No one understood how 1m could do doesn't check up, .hey hold their posiIt. The people who beheld him gasped tions but a little while.
In amazement at his powers. And he
(Copyright by John Blake.)
went from town to town for several
O
weeks exciting wonder and admiration
till some skeptic In the audience took
the trouble to write down the numbers
and multiply them himself.
Then It was discovered that the
lightning calculator never made a
multiplication at all, but merely wrote
an answer In the proper number of
(,QT
Units, which of course, was Invariably
wrong.
A telegram to the next town and
prompt action by the local authorities

Once is

worn
IHt

put an end to the calculator's career.
It Is easy to work rapidly If you do
dot work accurately, but It Is of little
more use than were the labors of the
faker In the story.
In this world of progress men must
work both accurately and rapidly to
get ahend, but they most cultivate
first.
Millions are lost In Industry every
year through mistakes and carelessness of people who try to work faster
than they can with care.
In every busuaes accuracy Is the

WHERE

Mrs. Smlth-Bourk- e
Is slightly older nnd fair also.
Women are supposed to have nn In tal anguish as a crowd gathered on
alienable right to be curious, but her the thronged thoroughfare.
curiosity Is Just what made Mrs.
Perhaps It might be well to say that
Smlth-Bourk- e
the defendant In this Mrs. Smlth-Bourkshortly before, had
lost a set of sable furs from her home
damage suit.
"How does she do It? Where did and suspocted that they might have
she get them?"
been stolen.
Miss Lnge charges that the society
Familiar questions as throngs of
business girls crowd the streets to woman continued to annoy her about
and from work.
the furs vintll she was driven to file
Miss Luge says Mrs. Smlth-Bourk- e
her slander suit.
"I always dress as my taste and
accosted her on the street, seized the
furs and demanded: "Where did you pockethook dictate," Miss Lage said.
"I Intend to find out If nn American
get the sable furs?"
Then the matron Is alleged to have plrl must srnnd for such actions and
followed up the question with:
resulting damage to her reputation.
You couldn't buy them, you know. The furs nre only marten, anyway."
Is a sister of
Mrs. Smlth-IiourkThey ar sables worth thousands;. No
girl In your position could afford such Daniel Smith, who ran for mayor In
furs."
the last election here. She is heiress
All of which caused Miss Lage con to n vast fortune nnd noted In chart-tnblactivities here.
siderable embarrassment and men- -

hid.
As long as Death's angel roams
To lay a blight on happy homes,
Full many a box will hide away
The relics of a happier day ;
And when the evening's echoes call
Upon their lids hot tears will fall.
(Copyright by Will M, Maupin.)

ACCURACY

Rangers Immediately started up the
peak to rescue Bullas, but met him
coming down. The youth had recovered consciousness after the departure of his companions. He was severely burned on the head and was
bnrefoot, but had managed to work
his way down the rough trull.
Superintendent Roger W. Toll of
the national park and Chief Ranger
Allen formed a party and started at
once for the summit of the peak to
bring down Kltts' body. They got
back the next morning.
Mr. Kltts hnd been occupying
a
at the Dunraven
cabin, with his
camp, which Is the summer home of
the Stnte Teachers' college at Greeley.
Rocky Mountain national park has
hnd more than a million visitors since
Its creation In 1915. Longs peak,
"King of the Rockies," has been
since 1808. This Is the first
death from lightning In the history of
the park or the peak.

U. S. Marines Still Tempest in Teapot

lid
things are

tear-staine- d

his

Smith-Bourk-

Unnnath nrhlnl, rnnnv tilings 11a
hid.
And often when the twilight's gloom
Pnints memory faces o'er the room,
I leave the world of toll nnd care,
And seated In the old armchair,
ope the lid and fondly gaze
A little box with
lid
Beneath which sacred things are hid.
A little shoe out at the toe

The lightning had burned the clothing from Kltts' body and had seared
the top of Bullas' head and torn oft

Vassar's Delight
Soak

prunes over night In cold water, cook
until tender and cut the flesh In small
pieces, discurdiug the stones. Add half
as much coconut per measure as
prunes, a little of the coconut milk,
and one or two tablespoonfuls of
orange marmalade. Boll rnd stir In
s
of sugar.
of a cupful
Beat two tablespoonfuls of butter to
cream, add two egg yolks, one after
another and
of a teaspoon
ful of salt; stir and cook In the hot
prune mixture until the egg Is set.
Have ready flaky crust baked
over
small fluted tins. Fill the shells with
the pastry mixture and cover with a
meringue made of the whites of the
eggs piped over the filling.
Dredge
wish It. The Chinese say "great souls with sugar and bake ten minutes to
have wills, (eeble ones have only wishes."
brown the meringue.
Sprinkle with
chopped browned almonds or coconut
SOMETHING TO EAT

CPONGB CAKE.
one and
the same of flour,

Bolt Kills Man on Top of Longs Peak

Com California Style.
Take two cupfuls of corn, one cupful of milk, one cupful of bread
crumbs, one-hal- f
teaspoonful of salt.
one and one-hatablespoonfuls of
green pepper, three slices of bacon,
two tablespoonfuls of fat and three
of flour. Cut the bacon In half-Inc- h
pieces, cook until beginning to color,
Add flour to the bacon, stir In milk
and cook until thick, seasoning with
salt and pepper, mix corn (fresh may
be used), crumbs, pepper and sauce.
Put in a baking dish, sprinkle bacon
over the top nnd bake In a moderate
oven until the bacon ia crisp and
brown.

Health Is Happiness

From the time a girl reaches the
age of twelve until womanhood is established, she needs all the care a
thoughtful mother can give.
The condition that the girl is then
through is so cri tical, and may
passing
Lave such
effects upon
her future happiness and health, that
criminal
it is almost
for a mother or
guardian to withhold counsel or ad-
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Motorlst'i Ingenious Plea Only Made
Judge Look at the Case a Little
More Sternly.
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house."

The world may be wild over
jazzing; It may think too much
about pleasure and show. But
It Is sorely In need of more
laughter. When
people really laugh out loud,
their glee relaxes their nerves.
They can feel the exhilarating
tingle clear down to their toes.
A man needs rest from everyday cares. He needs to forget
temporarily vexations nnd sorrows which burden his mind. He
gets partial rest when asleep;
but after sleeping he sometimes
awakes more tired In mind and
body than when he lay down, bemischievous
cause
troubles
usually
Imtgined have kept
creeping through his mind.
But when a man laughs from
pure Joy or because be sees
something or hears something
which actually appeals to his
sense of humor, he gives his
mind a more complete rest than
at any other time during day or
whole-hearte- d

t

long-face-

Syndicate,

Ino.)

Sight

Who was the wealthy
ENVEIt.
Colorado Springs society girl who
all but swooned In a hotel lobby at
the sight of her Intended husband, J.
well-to-d- o
E. De Lazergne,
Wichita
(Kan.) oil man, In the custody of de
tectives? Police were confronted with
absorbing tangle In attempting to
unravel the strange case.
De Lazergne was arrested nt the
request of O. C. Hlcklln, marshal at
Wichita, on the charge of having
passed a worthless check for $500 In
that city.
The young oil man arrived In Den
ver from Colorado Springs, where he
had been stopping at a fashionable'
hotel. He told Detectives Harry Lane
and Clarence Jones that he was to
be married In Denver to a wealthy
young society girl of Colorado Springs.
The two detectives took De La
zergne from his cell nt the city Jail
d conducted him to the hotel to get
some personal effects from his trunk,
In the lobby a pretty girl of nbout
twenty years, fashionably dressed nnd
'compnnlcd by a group of friends,
all of whom appeared to belong to
Co'orado Springs' elite, suddenly met
him face to face,

gcu-er-

for a

Bride-to-B- e

T"

In

by tne Wheeler

Was No

l,

U

night.

It pays In happiness; It pays
everyday accomplishments to
see the sunny side of life.
The
dreamy mortal
seldom has many friends. He
finds more troubles than he
actually has and exaggerates
those which are real.
In our pathways of work and
our pathways of rest we should
seek real causes for mirth,

Z

The United States
CASPEll, have been
on some odd
Jobs In the course of their history, hut
here's one that has elements of novelty the sight of marines In command
of Capt. George Chulur standing guard
over a well on section 20 of the Teapot naval oil reserve, 40 miles north
of here, having carried out orders of
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
Roosevelt to oust drillers for the Mutual Oil company, who are snld to
have continued operations In defiance
of Interior department orders.
Captain Shuler nnd four noncom
missioned olllcers, who arrived at Cas
per and were rushed to the field by
utonioblle without stopping to break
fast, approached the rig a few min
WYO.

be afraid to laugh.
hearty laugh Is as good
as medicine.
It aids digestion.
It shoves cares aside and brings
happiness to those who are sad.
Thackeray declared that "a
good laugh Is sunshine In the

-

i?

ten o'clock. G. II. O'Don-noiCasper representative of the Mutual Oil company, met them at the
gnte of a small wire enclosure erected
around the rig during the night and
was informed by Captain Shuler that
orders given the marines made It necessary for Mr. O'Donnell and the drillers to vacate the property as soon as
the tools could be pulled from the
well and a property Inventory taken.
The next day Shuler reported to the
Navy department that all private enterprise within the reserve had ceased
and the oil well which was being sunk
hnd been sealed.
"It Is pnrt of the basic law of the
country that when states cede tracts
to the federal government they also
cede Jurisdiction over these tracts,"
snld Wllllnm Spry, commissioner
of the land office, In discussing
He
the Teupot Dome controversy.
snld tliut as early as June 13 of this
your formal notice was served on the
Mutual Oil compnny, alleged squatter
on a quarter section of the reserve,
and rival of Slaclalr Interests for the
trnct, that It must vncate, and counsel
for Mutual formally accepted service
at that time.

IS

With n cry the girl reached out as
though to run to De Lazergne, and
then nenrly collapsed. Neither she
nor her friends would divulge their
Identity, except to say that they were
from Colorado Springs.
They returned to the springs.
De Lazergne, who was well dressed
and had the appearance of a man of
sxicinl distinction, denied vehemently
that he had passed a bad check for
$500 In Wichita.
He said he is prominently connected
with some of the largest oil companies of the South, and that he had
come to Colorado Springs and Denver
for his wedding. He refused flatly to)
give the name of his intended bride.
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EVER THINK ABOUT NOTHING?
GUARD
The newspapers of Naples report the
YOU AUTO KNOW
discovery by the police of a band of
Courtellne, Eminent French Philosocriminals whose principal activities
pher, May Have Added Another
That gasoline, oil and grease
were devoted to counterfeiting Ameri
Word to Language.
From All Over
are the natural enemies of rubcan bank notes.
ber and that they will rapidly
Tie American consul warned more
Courtellne, the French philosopher, This
lead to decay and disintegration
Form of Injury to Tires Is
bids fair to add a new word to lan122 PERSONS
thnn WO American tourists in Vienna
ABOARD
of tires, particularly If the latdid
Perand
as
Osier
Fletcher.
CONDENSED A E CORD OF THE
to leave the clvy as soon as possible
guage,
One
of Most Common and
ter have been driven for a conONLY TWO PASSEN-GER8HIP;
we
shall
overhear
the
fear
of
haps
for
expression
riots, unless detained on ab
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
siderable distance and are
SAVED
"to do a Courtellne" applied to the atExpensive to Owner.
solutely urgent business.
nicked or cut. Gasoline espeHOME AND ABROAD.
think
to
a
A
without
tempt
subject.
The Turkish Nationalists launched
The hunting season for doves opens
cially Is Injurious to tires benew edition of the "Philosophy of
a mass attack against Aflun Knrahis
In New Mexico Sept.
cause It Is a solvent of gum rubCourtellne" has recently been Issued, BREAK IN FABRIC IS INSIDE
sar In an attempt to pierce the Creek
ber, but, because of the fact that
Sheriff John C. Peck and deputy
front. It Is officially stated that they E. Zumwalt arrested 0. G. Reutenbow ONCE IN U. S, DISPUTE and the reviewer in Le Progres MediIt evaporates rapidly, It does not
FROM ALL
cal assures the reader that in place
were repulsed hy the Greeks.
present such a menace as oil and
of near El kins, whom they charged
of a system of metaphysics the book
A small party of Free Stute troops
with the larceny of a beef.
grease.
Inexperienced Driver Who Gets Hard
consists of a string of thoughts, maxwas ambushed recently at Glasson, a
Permitting a car to stand In a
Bump Against Curb or Any Other
Organization of a dairy and poultry STEAMER FIGURED IN SENSA
ims and reflections on the most diACHIEVEgarage In a pool of oil will, in a
village neur Athlone, by thirty ItepubSAVINGS,
DOINGS,
products shipping association Is being
Object Usually Looki for
verse themes,
INTERNATIONAL
TIONAL
licans. Free State Lieutenant MeCor-niaccomparatively short time, lead toj
formed in Iloosevelt county under the
on the Outside. .
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
Courtellne, or some one else, had
DENT YEARS AGO
a decay of the rubber and a
was shot dead and the driver of direction of the farm bureau of th
woman
beard
never
a
"she
that
say
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
marked shortening of the life of,
his car badly wounded. A civilian county
A
to
"stone
term
used
bruise"
is
the
because
thought,
thinking fatigued
the tire Itself. Even the pools of
wounded
during the fighting suc
describe an Injury to a tire caused by
Federal troops under Gen. Angel
oil and grease which are to be
Chile. Only six persons. her; but If she did think she tried to
cumbed luter.
Santiago,
of
the
some
sufficient
with
commander
think of nothing.
This declaration he jtriklng
Flore, military
object
two passengers, out of a toon streets where automonoted
including
AH is In readiness for the
WESTERN
at
to
force
of
are
to
be
cause the tire fabric to
west coast
Mexico,
striving
opening
regards as great to the point of sub
of 822 on bourd the Chilean steambiles are usually parked are danMistaken for deer, three liunteri Fairbanks, Sept. 18, of the furthest
broken. It need not be a stone tbat
alive the rebel chieftain Juan tal
been
best
has
capture
that
the
limity
thing
ship Itata were saved when the ves
gerous for this reason as well
north college on this continent, the Currusco.
have been shot since the doer season
said since a certain gentleman went causes the damage.
sel sank a few days ago off the
as for the fact that they provide
to reports which Alaska Agricultural College and School
The break In the fabric may be in
on record as "no lover of spinach.'
opened, according
D. J. Thomas, banker of Ilolbroolt,
Chilean coast, near Coquimbo.
extremely treacherous footing
reached Portland from southwestern of Mines. The college, which Is about
one
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all
of
be
or
It
Such
only
more
than
worth
are
remarks
died
u
few
may
ply
ago,
days
Arii,
suddenly
The steamer sailed from Coquimbo
and may lead to a serious skid.
three uilles outside Falrbunks In the The deceased und fuuilly were for
them
;
Is
but
in
It
case
the
of
Oregon.
any
acts
always
parliament.
So Injurious are all kinds of oil
with 250 passengers aboard. Of these many
of
of
heart
rich
a
will
members
Inside
breaks
how
that
first,
of
thirty-fivabout
where
Instead
rules
mining
country,
The
ply
alleged
giving
uiuny years residents of Gallup,
to the fabric of which tires are
were laborers proceeding to
ninety
mine
teach
on
An
and
Teachers
whose
tire
tried
driver
seems
charges
to think of nothing, Courtellne
engineering.
the Ku Klux Klun,
Inexperienced
he practiced law.
made that one manufacturer adAntofagasta. Heavy cross seas dam
ruld students will live In Fairbanks.
growing out of the Inglewood
A reduction of ultnost Ip.OOO.OOO In aged the rudder of the vessel, which. to think along absurd lines and thus gets a heavy blow from a stone or a
motorists who are forced to
vises
Los
In
The possibility of Mexico being made the assessed valuation of (Joohlsu coun
reduce thought to absurdity. Thus he curb usually looks over the outside of
April 22 last, were acquitted
was overloaded.
go over freshly oiled roads to
states that It Is better to drink too the tire to see If any damage has been
Angeles by a Jury tn the Superior bone dry uguln Is discussed seriously ty taxuble property wus uiudo by the
In this
condition and caught
stop as soon as they have passed
much good wine than even a little
at Mexico City. It is announced that State Tax Commission lu suasion lu in the helpless
Court.
the oiled section and clean the
strong south gale, the steamer
Is
to
and
it
several
better
rounds
will
that
10,000
poor
a
wine,
seized
deputies
Custom officials
propose
"dry" Phoenix recently.
was swept time and time again by the
surface of their tires with gasosame
at
court
bill
us
soon
make
the
two
as
ses
German
pretty girls
of ammunition and fifty
Congress begins Its
line, taking care to wipe the
The New Mexico Normal University enormous waves. She listed badly
time than one aged spinster alone. He
rifles from the China mull liner Nile sion. The belief prevails that a dry uf East Las Vegas bus recently added and soon sank by the bow.
agent off with a dry
cleansing
can
doctors
Francisthat they
law modeled after the Volstead law In
says of the
Just before It cleared the San
The Chilean
Cacabuco,
rag.
Juiues M
to
Its
warship
faculty
him
but
never convince
co port for the Orient. The arms and the United States will be llroduced, Cook of the
which speeded to the rescue, found frighten him,
(Copyright, 1922. by the Wheeled-Baptist Montezuma Col
that when they tell him he has thl
Syndicate, Ino.)
ammunition were found hidden in the although It Is not believed the measure
of Lus Vegas.
only scores of drowned floating on the or
lege
will be enncted.
that trouble he has no difficulty
crew's quarters.
ocean and remnants of the wreckage.
83
old,
John
years
In believing them, but when they tell
Sun
of Ogden, a
former who hadPerry Wuldron,
Shanghai.
Howard I). Uunson
been lost In the lulls near One boat carrying twenty persons cap him they can cure him he no longer
president of China and later f South Crow King, Ariz., for seven
sized and seventeen perished.
hrukeman, was burned to death; Conwas
days,
He would rather
word.
RUTS TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS
Another boat with many passengers takes theirsmall-frductor Thomas llurke of l'rovo was China, who has been leading confer found unconscious
doctor than a lead
lying near the road
consult a
In Shanghai on plans
ences
n
re
to
and
which
Fireman
Honeycup
In
and
and
sailors
aboard,
hudly Injured
from his camp.
miles
because
of
eighteen
the
profession,
light
Art of Much Help to Inof l'rovo slightly hurt In a collision in unify the country, outlined a plan to
Caldera, who had been grievous- ing
Bump Against Curb Will Cause "Stone Depressions
D. V. Kinney was Instantly killed
the former, having no theories,
rehabilitate China's finances by hav
Driver In Getting
a tunnel on the L'tuh Hallway Comexperienced
ly Injured, was placed, also capsized much
Bruise."
six others seriously, but not fatal
less to be feared. The brainy
Car Into Garage.
ing America take over Chlnu's debts and
near the beach. Only two passengers
pany line at Spring canon, near Helpdoctor thinks more of justifying his done. But the old driver knows that
to European countries on a refunding ly, injured when two work trains on and one sailor of this group escaped.
er, Utah.
u point sev
theory than of curing the patient.
basis, as part payment of European the Santa Fe collided at
if harm has been done the place to look
Inexperienced automoblllsts are not
C. A. Sehlbrede, famous as a feder"Thinking about nothing," incon' for It is in the Inside and that any always able to drive a car into the
enty miles east of Kingman, Ariz.
debts to the United Stutes.
The Chilean
San Diego, Calif.
al district Judge In southeastern Alasbecomes
celvable
in
Itself,
intelligible
Construction of 750 miles of electri
break in the fabric will be registered garage as straight as they would like
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then
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stumble
There Is a remedy for this. In the
Inside Ply Shorter.
Increase trade relations between the line passing through Cusa Urunde and cident nearly thirty years ago, when senslcally
7L At the time of the "Soapy" Smith
conclusion.
sensible
a branch railway connecting with Tuc the vessel was overhauled far down
Normally the Inside ply Is shorter
gang's depredations at Skagwuy, Judge United States and l'olnnd, an Invita
neur future.
than the rest and each ply Is shorter
the Pacific coast and returned by the
Sehlbrede saved several members of tion to visit Poland has been extended son, Is proposed In the
Old Belief Proved Wrong.
than any of the other which are lo
to various Americun trade concerns
Deputy sheriffs arrested Antonio Lo- - United States ship Charleston, later
the gang from lynching.
The London Times recently carried cated outside of It. This is because It
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M
wrecked
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of
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and
financial
In
answer
Institutions.
Escubosa,
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news dispatch which Indicates that is on the Inside of the curvature of the"
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were Issued by the united Stutes Lockyer has just received a blow from pressed at some point to a considerable
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period,
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recover.
Accurate extent, such as shown in the IllustraWhile neighboring states have had Navy Department to the commander which It con hardly
Indian squaws, with eloquent shoulago, has been assembled at the Los An
of the Charleston, anchored In the measurements made by the Egyptian tion, the relative position of the piles
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high
ders,
History,
geles County
San Diego harbor, to pursue and re
survey have proved that never since Is reversed ; that is, the- - ouslde ply
and Science In Exposition park, Los leurned the tricks of the Broudway Mexico has had only one In 1921, und
the great temple of Karnak was built becomes, at this particular point, the
turn the Itata to San Diego.
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so
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none
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long period
Angeles, after
has the sun shone straight down Its Inside ply as regards the curvature and
of
Balamaceda
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up
said.
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search.
demurely simple waltz, says Luckett, public
believed
Norman
on learning of the action of the Unitaxis, Sir
the Inside ply becomes the outside ply
Lockyer
IsJ. Farrel, who gave his home ad
These Ruts Will Prevent the Automo-- "
Cancellation of the citizenship pa an edict of the council of Wulpole
ed States, ordered the cruiser Esmer-eld- a that this temple, and many others In ns regards curvature.
IncChief
Ontario.
ltedknlfe
Into
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land,
111., was taken
dress
Elgin,
of
bile From Being Damaged
It should happen, as it often does,
north to meet the addition, were constructed for the pur
If
to
pers of James Rowan, convicted
proceed
of the Island band, custody by federal und county offtact With the
criminal syndicalism In the Chicago identally munager
the steamship to pose of obtaining an exact observation that only one or two inner plies are
Itata
and
convoy
the Invasion of icers near Naco, charged with smugIndustrial Workers of the World triul has protested against
broken, there will not be any signs of
Santiago. For days the peoples of the of the precise time of the solstice
the saxophone on the Island. "They gling drugs across the international
of a garage, two ruts should
of 1017 and sentenced to a term of
that Is to say, the day of the sun's the Injury on the outside until a con making
two nations were in suspense as wireto dunce all
want
be put In the floor. These will althe
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night," says
is beThis
afterward.
time and most northerly setting. But Mr. Rich
siderable
time
less
at
was
unknown
twenty years In federal prison and a
that
"and no one wants to work next
Restoration of the employed bonus, hostilities were feared in the event of ards, of the survey of Egypt, has cause the other plies still unbroken will ways keep the car straight, regardless
fine of $00,000, Is asked In a petition chief, Once
of the experience of the driver. Q.
tliey were satisfied with an discontinued Dec. 10, 1!)20, was an
filed In United Stutes District Court day.
class between the Charleston and proved that the sun has never been continue to hold against the air presbund. Now they wunt cab- nounced
Bender, In Popular Science Monthly.
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excessive strain. But continued
any year along the axis
Nearly one week after the Itata day
VASHINGTON
And Arizona Mining Company at Bis- - cleared from San Diego, the ship was temple, since about 6,000 B. C, and ing will eventually break them also, FIX INDICATOR FOR BACKING
GENERAL
Foodstuffs exported during July de
overhauled by the Charleston nnd a that It last set along the central line nnd the result may be a blowout, which
Tangible assets of Allan A. Ilyan, bee.
clined sharply, according to foreign
Wall Street broker und manlpulutor of
Just when the September term of detachment of officers and sailors of this axis between 12,000 and 13,000 may occur at any time, even on a per Small Notch Cut on Under Side of
trade reports Issued by the Commerce the famous "SUitz
ederal Court will open ut Santa Fe from the latter was placed on hoard years ago. At this date Europe was fectly smooth pavement.
Steering Wheel Will Be of
corner," who reDepartment.
Great Assistance.
Other Effects.
went Into bankruptcy with lia- with a Jury has not been unnounced. the Chilean ship for the return trip still In the old Stone age; the cave
cently
Instructions have been sent to all bilities of $18,000,000, were sold for
Another effect of a break In one or
ut there will be no Jury, grand or to Sun Diego. Later, the Esmeralda period was at Its zenith, nnd the hunt
A smnll notch cut on the under side
postmasters by First Assistant 1'ost $8,000.
petit, durlug the Sunta Fe fiesta, Sept. put In an appearance and the Charles- ers of the Dordogne were chasing rein two Inner plies may be that from conTo tinued
master General Lurtlett to require ull
ton was prepared for battle, but the deer over the French tundras.
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householders within four mouths to In
Orders for the structural steel to be Chileans made no demonstration and suppose that the temple of Karnak fabric rub a hole in the inner tube at tion nearest the driver, will greatly
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can have been built then Is out of the that point. Sometimes the break Is so aid when backing the car in a straight
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When backing, If
survey of Egypt Is to be congrat
tube Into the break, and as this Is con straight position.
Ii 11. Munion, president round of pluy. St, Puul defeated Cin- September, according to General Man- the United States courts, the owners the
organized.
of the ship were required to puy a lnted upon a useful piece of work.
of the Order of lUillway Telegraphers, cinnati, 5 to 4, und
tinually closing and opening, .as the the mark be to one side or to the
Clevelund won iger Greenwuy.
tire rolls, the action is like a pair of other, It naturally shows that the
heavy fine.
filed application with Comptroller of from Toronto, 9 to 8.
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wheels are not straight.
Love and Green Pea.
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Coal Shortage Still Serious.
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teacher, plans for federal uld routls submitted
llloomlngton, III.,
Chairman Cummins of
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pear to have little In common, but, after a bruise, such as described, the
It
was at first believed, by the State Highway Department, the Senate interstate commerce comwho,
carto
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Dally Chronicle, Lon- air will pass directly through the
died In the explosion of a gas- has been opened In Santa Fe, In room mittee, in his report on the coal con according
Appointment of Edward K. Finch,
cass and force the rubber side coverconat the home of a 8, Federal building.
Justice uf the Supreme Court of New oline stove
trol bill, said
"The present situation don, Englnnd, the Pathological
ing, nnd sometimes the tread, loose
recently held In Paris, discovYork, to take the place of Cyrus II. K. relative In Greeley, Colo., had been
The state highway from Vol! to is an exceedingly graveone," adding gress,
ered the analogy when considering from the fabric. When this happens
Curtis, Philadelphia publisher, on the fractured, local authorities said after Tombstone has been overhauled by a that unless the railroads succeeded in
A thorough motorist should be a
the user generally terms It a blowout,
divorce cases resulting from
official American mission to the
exhumation of the young womun's body maintenance crew and all the "corru
measurably Increasing their facilities
and as a matter of fact It Is ; but, con- good judge of distance and speed.
marriages.
Centennial Exposition has been nt Leroy, III. Albert Lowe, her
gations" removed so that It Is now as for handling coal, the situutlon would
Haricot beans were stated to confer trary to the opinion often held, It Is
announced at the White House.
Mr.
is held ut Greeley on a good as the balnnce of the roud from be the same as though the bituminous
More accidents result from faulty
upon brain and brawn j seldom the result of a defect In manu
ndvantage
Curtis was unable to go.
murder charge.
strike was still in progress throughout
Tombstone to Tucson.
It can generally be traced to adjustment or application of brakes
would prevent dawdling In tne facture.
spinach
the
Federal funds totaling ? 100,000 have
13.
N.
Industry.
L.
The rapid spread of typhus in Po
MnJ.
Glass, Tenth cavalry,
household, but green peas were con- an Injury sustained some time prior than from any other cause.
been allotted to Mates
land constitutes a menace to the while Fort Hunchucn, Ariz., lias been de- to the final breaking down of the tire.
demned as developing frivolity, making
of
Driver
Shot.
Oollins'
Car
with the government In protecting for- world, said Health Commissioner Koytulled us assistant military attache In
women capricious and reckless. Men
Engine knocks are classified under
Cork.
with
driven
Charged
on
New
from
having
lands
est
fire.
bis return to
al S. Copeland
the American embassy at Mexico City.
and women, It was asserted, flirted
TIRES HELP MAKE GOOD CAR four heads spark, overheating, carMichael
which
In
Col
the
automobile
Hates maintained hy western rail- York from Kurope, where he bus been
Plans for the new building of the
bon and loose or worn parts.
lins rode to his death, Edward Isher- - under their Influence, and the patholo.
roads on sugars, canned fruit, vegetastudying health conditions.
Silver City, N. M., lodge of Elks, have
a majority of the di- Appearance of Machine Is Often
attributed
gists
an
was
taken
from
Englishman,
Indications that Mexico's status Is ben completed by Trost and Tnlst of wod,
bles und fresh and evaporated fruits
to the consumption of peas.
One cause of lack of power In an
Marred By Appearance and Conhis residence hy nn armed band and vorce cases
from California and Utah to Nevada
being considered In League of Nation El Paso, and formal action will be
while pulling against a lofuT Is a
of
dition
Tires.
engine
shot. His wounds were not mortal,
points were held Justified by the In- circles were received with much In- liikcn at the next meeting of the mem- however, and alter
on
clogged
gasoline line from tank
Goes
partly
Something
Jupiter.
Wrong
feigning death for
terstate Commerce Commission, though terest In newspaper circles In Mexico bers of the organization.
Tires tell mllenge history more con to carburetor, not permitting enough
has gone wrong with
Something
hours
he
several
made
and
his
escaped
to
was
no
Inclination
five of the eleven commissioners dis- City, but there
carburetor and pass
The Nogules Chuniber of Comnierco
to his Jupiter, the great planet which is 1,000 vincingly even than speedometers. The fuel to enter the
ay to a hospital. Pinned
believe that the .Mexican government received word from the United States
sented from the majority conclusion.
of a car Is frequently made on to engine.
appearance
a tag inscribed : "Convicted times as large as Mother Earth. Frank
breast
was
adwould make formal overtures for
New regulations covering distribuemployment service In Phoenix anSargent of the Durham University ob or marred by condition of the tires.
spy. I. It. A. Beware."
mission to the League.
One of the newest ideas regarding
nouncing the need of several hundred
tion of wine for sacramental purposes
servatory has reported to the Boynl A new set of tires and n little clean- Astronomlcnl society that an area of
In accord with the recent opinion of
Agreements which will Immediately laborers In the Salt Illver valley for
ng up of the car, say old tire men, safety on the highways, especially at
Prisoners Break Jail,
the planet's surface equal In size will accomplish the same results for night, Is the suggestion that pedestriAttorney General Daugherty, were is- open mines In central Pennsylvania the cotton picking season which opens
Muskogee, Okln. Dashing pepper In
side of the road
with an annual output of 20,000.000 Sept. 1,
to the eyes of Jailer Hudley, William
sued by Internal Itevenue Commissionnearly to the continent of Europe wat the old car that a shave, a hair cut ans on the
er Ulalr, to become effective Sept. 25. tons of cotil, were signed at Altoonu
Delegates from the ten chapters of Bennett, prisoner, seized the officer's seen by observers to be moving sev and a shine will do for the man with keep out of the range or path of an auol the state organization of the Auierb
tomobile approaching from the rear.
The regulations provide that manufacenty miles an hour slower than the an old suit of clothes.
by operators and representatives
pistol, locked the jailer, John Watson,
turers or Importers of sacramental District No. 2, United Mine Workers. cub Association of Engineers will meet an attorney, and Charlie Bowman, as rest. This was in 1021. This year
wine may sell only to rabbis, ministers, The old wuge scales with the check- In Prescott Aug. 81 under the chairsistant Jailer, In a cell and allowed a similar movement has been observed,
manship of George II. Funsett, mining eight prisoners 'J including himself, to but over a smaller area. The drift
priests or other authorized officials of off were accepted.
thus far has been about 50,000 miles.
a church. Church officers may not
Howard .Wilson engineer of the Arizona Bureau of escape.
Fourteen-year-olHORSE-DRAW- N
What this movement means Is a mysDiHiiufaclure wine for their Individual
told his purents that he would not re- Mines ut Tucson.
s
Train Kills Two In Yards.
E. D. Oshorn, president of the
tery.
use nor for the use of the congregaturn to school and he kept his word.
Growers' and Canners'
Chicago. Unmindful of everything
Valley
tion, but may qualify as proprietors of A few moments after the bell soundbonded wineries for the purpose of ing through the little mining vllltige of Association, states that ha will can the except the battle between them, Mike
U:
Something Missed.
manufacturing wine for religious pur- Ilermlnle, l'u., announced the end of tomatoes from eighty acres this fall Burke, n special policeman, and James
"The millionaire said he didn't know
allace, a negro whom Burke arrested there was $20,000 worth of liquor on
pose, or may he employed by qualified summer vacation, the boy went to his at Honsdule, N. M. As effort will be
wine makers to supenise the produc- room and shot himself through the made next year to secure sufficient for trespassing, were struck and killed board."
f:
z
by the "Western" New York Central
tion of sacramenlal wines.
acreage to run the Deiuing plant.
head.
"That's what he testified In court."
Kobort C. Stockinle, county faria express ns they fought on the tracks.
!
In
I
Amendments to the Income tux reghad
30
"Umph
suppose
everybody
years old,
After Ids sister,
to
court snickered."
ulations covering oil and gas proper-lie-s ended her life by taking poison, Paul uent, and W. P. Thorpe, a director of
ltlo
Senator
Associar
Grande
Advances
Jie
friend
but
of the mila
Plan.
been
Valley Dairy
Compromlue
have
Issued by Internal Itertel, 25 years old, hanged himself
"Everybody
Hon, made a tour of the Itincon and
Itevenue Commissioner lilalr.
A proposal that the lionaire, who had been Invited to go
Washington.
The from a rafter In his barn
at Deg Meillla
valleys, to ascertain how much strike In the anthracite coal fields be on a cruise. He groaned aloud."
amendments cover depletion of oil and
of
over
the
loss
Moines, la. Brooding
as properties, estimates of probnhle Slo.OOO Invested In oil stock was financing is necessary to place more settled Immediately on the basis of the Birmingham
ISC
dairy cows on farms in the district.
resources, depreciation and similar
wage scales In effect last April was adthought to have been the cause of
Jewell
New Name for Prevailing Style.
melon
Wright,
chumpiiM
factors.
vanced through
both suicides.
Senator Pepper of
Mary's home Is In the country and
packer of the United Stales, who U
The Senate has cleared the way for
Mistaken by her fiance for a bur
at
of
conference
a
repsaimoa-tln- t
she was unaccustomed to seeing chil(Burrell UewJ Pennsylvania
the President to appoint MaJ. Gen. glar attempting to enter the home packing
t
resentatives of
and mine dren wear half .hose. During a reJ. 0. Harbord, deputy chief of staff, which he was guarding In the absence cantaloupes at Lus Gruces, says fhe union officials. operators
Some of those particicent visit In the city, at which time
to the post of chief of staff upon the of her sister's husband. Miss Cnlantha Mesllla valley fruit Is the best atuj
The newest addition to the family of cabinet automobiles is this car now
pating In the conference expressed be- the prevailing style impressed Mary
retirement of General Pershing, who Atkins of Texarkana, Ark., was shot most uniform of Us variety lie ha
assd by Secretary of Agriculture Wallace and which mad Its first appearever seen, adding that U should tog lief that the proposal offered hope of greatly, she exclaimed, "O, mamma,
will go upon Inactive duty because of and Instantly killed by Ernest
ending the long continued suspension won't you p ease buy we tome low- - ance at a recent cabinet meeting. Heretofore the secretary of agriculture,
the market.
age limitations In another year.
vehicle.
In the hard coal fields.
down stockings"
bas on beau famished with a
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"The House of Harmony"
DRUGS and TOILET ARTICLES

Prescriptions

Manicure

Sets

Nail Polishes

Proprietary Medicines

Face Lotions

STATIONARY and SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Typewriter Ribbons
Carbon

Paper

(Perfumes

Soft Drinks at the Fountain

Ice Cream

And

Rouge

Ices

Soaps Shampoos
Hair Tonics
Brushes Nail Files

Candies

v

PAINTS OILS VARNISHES BRUSHES HOUSEHOLD HARDWARE LOCKS

Cigars and Cigarettes
Pipes and Tobacco

Books Pencils

IT Has Been Our Policy to Give Always the Best Service
At Prices Equal to Those At El Paso or Other Large Cities
Mail Orders Solicited. All Orders Filled and Forwarded
In The Mail Following Receipt of Same.
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He Broke Monte Carlo
Bank and Died Broke
Paris. Charles Dcville Wells,
the "man who broke the bank at
Monte Carlo" and hero of the
song heard wherever the English
language was spoken In the
early nineties, died in Paris recently in such abject poverty
that his death passed unnoticed
until more than a month afterward. He was eighty-onyears

NEW MEXICO

ADVOCATE. RESERVE,

RED CLOVER MILDEW

HIGHEST PRICES
FOR MARKET HAY
Farmers' Bulletin Discusses

Me-

vr
At luKt the vice president of the United States mny have tin official home
tn the capital. According to rumors, this building, nenrlng completion at
Sixteenth ami Fuller streets, Is to be the oftlclul mansion for the vice president. The architects have designed the Interiors so that they might be used
and the completed building will be modeled nfter an Italian
fur stnle rcc:isnn.s
.
f'nlvln foolldge Is said to huve alreudy Inspected the house and
villa.
passed favorably upon It.

including
vicissitudes,
other
several terms In Jails and penitentiaries In England and France
for obtaining money under false
pretenses. He used to blossom
out with many
schemes. One of them was a
system whereby he claimed any
roulette wheel might be beaten
by a player with a sufficient
bank roll. Applicants for the
system, however, generally were
relieved of their bank rolls before reaching the roulette wheal.

Mi-h-

"Prince" Bared
as an Impostor
to work in a New Britain (Conn.)
Duped New York Society for Two screw factory to
help Ids mother,
Years With His Stories
who took In laundry, make a living.
His slim pay went for spats and canes
About Royalty.
and gloves, making him the town
dandy.
HE

NOW

HAS

FLIGHT

TAKEN

When he came to New York he became overseer .of the dining room at
s
the Metropolitan hospital on
Island. Here he wore a monocle,
and In talking to the foreigners from
whom he gathered a knowledge of
several languages, he made It plain
thnt he was a gentleman.
He developed hauteur as he worked
alongside scullery maids. He called
himself Iteglral Van Der Vere.
But the scene was not big enough
for real triumphs, and he came t New
York with his wife, who had been
employed on the Island.
Not long nfterwnrd a prince of polished manners and dashing appearance with a pink lined wolf hound
and a monkey, with tales of wild adventures and Intimate anecdotes of
the world's notables, appeared on
Broadway and In fashionable chilis.
Harold's lifelong ambition was fulfilled. He had New York society at
his feet as a foreign potentate.
Black-well-

Washerwoman
of Connecticut
Posed as Heir Apparent to Throne
of France Police Say He Has
Three Wives in This Country.

Son

Vork.Ilnw

New

the

part

of

a

prince of royal blood, heir apparent to
ttie throne of France, was played by

romantic sun of a Yankee washerwoman is revealed in police records
the disappearance of bis
following
royal highness, Prince Louis Henri de
Chateroux de liusslgny de liourbon.
The man, who for two years duped
exclusive social circles and Fifth avenue establishments into accepting him
as a liourbon prince and former major
general of Husslii who bad saved the
life of the czar once, on the blotter
of the police. Is entered as Just plain
Humid Schwann, twenty-one- ,
factory
hand of New Ilritain, Conn.
Willi the prince Is gone the princess
and their do?, Prince, named, so his
highness claimed, by the lute Pope
Ilenedlct. whom he called a bosom

the

friend.
are

liehind

Left

several trunkfuls

of royal uniforms and a
four fool swonl, present from
late rzii r.
gold-plate-

the

Also, Hi" police say, left behind are
three wives somewhere in the country.
Among these is said to be Mrs. Everett

California, formerly
Worthiugton
Miss Kinlly Abets, and later, according to the police, the first wife of the
unmasked royal heir.
of

Mrs. Crawford of North Carolina
Enters Columbia University

at

Age of

Seventy-On- e.

GRANDSON JUST GRADUATED
Iirilnln, Mrs. Kinlly
mother
of
Harold,
Schwann,
the "Impostor prince," sighed anil
said site hoped Harold wasn't In any This Mentally Alert Grandmother
Went to Vassar More Than Half
serious trouble.
"Hut If he is.'' she finished, "lie's
a Century Ago, but Declares
my son, for all tliut, and I'll stick by
There Is No End to Growth.
i m in a
mother should.
I'll go to
New York If It Is necessary, though I
Mrs. A.
New York. At seventy-ondrond such a trip. And I don't know P. Crawford of Greensboro, N. C, bus
wb're I'd get the money."
entered the summer session of ColumFrom Joseph Terry, the "Terrible bia
university us a student. College
S"crctry" to the vanished prince, graduate and Vassar student more
obhis
were
life
letails regarding
than halt' a century ago, und mother
tained.
of six, Mrs. Crawford is studying In
Terry met the prince one day short- order that she may keep mentally alert
ly after his discharge from the navy, and up to date, which, she says, is
and admiration of the prince's the real secret of youth. She is Comonkey led to a friendship that re- lumbia's oblest student.
sulted In Ids becoming secretary.
"There is no need to grow old, men"I relumed a few weeks ago from
at least," said Mrs. Crawford,
tally
n trip on ii battleship, the Illinois,"
who is living at 4M West ll'.Hh street
he said, "where I was a waiter. They
her stay here. "Stagnation and
gave me $t". mid of this I gave the during
intolerance are one's greatest foes in
the
the
toward
owed
$4
he
jirince
young. These changing times
landlord for buck rent. He was just keeping new
demand
viewpoints, and the womof
lie
short
said, but expectchange,
must keep herself well Inof
an
today
ed to borrow money from some of ills
formed. It is her duty us a citizen."
wealthy iriend"."
Mrs. Crawford sees nothing unTerry gave the following vivid pic- usual In
"going to school" at her age,
ture of the prince's dally schedule:
she "lost her Job" when
7 a. ni.
Princess gets up and goes explaining that
grew up and established
to work In Wall atreet tiroker's of- her children and
in her long, busy life
themselves,
fice.
us much leisure as
10 a. rn.
Prince breakfasts In bed, she has never had
for reading and
like
would
she
reIlls
crippled arm,
Terry serving.
Three of her live sons are
study.
ceived saving the czar from an
a merchant In
and silver plate In his teachers, another is
X. C, und the fifth Is
Winston-Salem- ,
to
a
heal
wound received
head, needed
Tobacco
In wnr. prevent his royal highness connected with the Iteynolds
company In that city.
from getting up earlier.
Grandson Just Graduated.
10 a. m. to S p. m. I'rlnffi and his
It. H. Crawford, was
A grundson,
wolf hound take strolls on Itlverslde
from the University of
drive, occasionally resting on a shady gruduuted
North Carolina last June. Her son, L.
bench.
W. Crawford, is assistant director of
Praises the "Princess."
ut Columbia, Itlcii-arAt live o'rlo"k he would meet the the summer session
at William and
M.
is
teaching
home,
and
Terry
princess coming
and I'. M.
in
Virginia
college
dinner.
serve
Mary
would
"The princess Is a good girl," Terry Crawford is an instructor iu the high
continued. "She believed everything school at Glrurd, O.
Mrs. Crawford was a teacher herthe prince told her about saving the
self for two years after graduation
czar and his 14 wounds, and his
a major generul.
If she only from the Greensboro College for Women In 1809, and a year of study at
,new."
Prince Louis, or Harold Schwann, Vassar, then Just four years old.
to a .Methodist clergyman Inter
.bowed Ids first taste for a knightly
' i'i
the days when be went rupted her work and brought with it
station
.

e

he-n- g

Mur-rliiL'- e

'

Is no lack of

Biloxl, Miss. There
galluntry on the part of this Louisville
& Nashville passenger
engineer or
was It his overwhelming love for
angling?
The chauffeur of one of the "Ellen's"
palatial trains sped on to the bridge at
Ocean Springs. On the bridge Mrs. W.
M. Lampton was wrestling with a fishing pole that was Jerked hither and
yon too wildly for feminine strength.
It was a tarpon on the hook, whereas
Mrs. Lampton had gone Into the sport
modestly hoping to catch a little mess
of trout for supper.
For 45 minutes Mrs. Lampton and
the tarpon fought a game battle with
the score standing about even. The
L. & N. engineer procured the heavy
Iron hook with which his fireman
shakes down the prate bars and with
this made the tarpon captive In a Jiffy.
The fish weighed 83 pounds.
All the passengers quickly became
Interested and husked off the scales of
the tarpon for souvenirs.

EXPLAINED

Shipper Must Consider Conditions and
Determine Which Course Is Most
Advantageous Simple Rules
to Keep In Mind.
Prepared by the United Statei Department
of Agriculture.)

The merits of the consignment raeth-method of
and the stralglit-suleuarketlng hay are discussed in Farmers' Bulletin 1205, Business Methods
it Marketing Hay, by O. A. Collier,
recently issued by the United States
Department of Agriculture. In addition, chapters are devoted to trade
rules, when and where to sell hay,
billing and Invoicing shipments, and
loss and damage claims. Explanations
are given therein for some of the
principal trade terms and suggestions
are offered as to how the various aids
to marketing may be applied by the
producer or shipper.
Two Methods Explained.
The consignment method consists In
shipping to brokers or commission
merchants, who act as the shipper's
representative In selling his hay on
the market. By the straight-sale- s
method the shipper sells his hay at a
fixed price, either at the point of ship
ment or point of destination at a cer-tain specified time. The shipper must
consider conditions and decide which
method Is the more advantageous to
use, for the method that may he advantageous one week may be not at
all profitable the next.
It is important to know the preferences of the various markets, for it
is the buyer's preference that prevails.
In general, New England and Eastern
markets prefer large five or
bales weighing from 1T5 to 21D pounds.
Southeastern, Southern, and Southwestern markets prefer small two T
s

1

e

United States Department
(Prepared by the
of Agriculture.)
The first severe Infestation of mildew on red clover In this country has
appeared east of the Mississippi from
Wisconsin to Georgia this year. This
mildew makes the plants look white.
Last fall it was quite prevalent In the
South and is worse there this summer.
The amount of harm it does Is a
question tyet unanswered. Some reduction In the yield of hay Is due to It,

WATCHES.

Mfg. and UepalrlnK.
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PREPARING

STOCK FOR SHOW

promptly

18th ft Champa.

ci,i:am.iis and dvi'.hs

Much of Improvement In Breeding Is
Made Possible by Comparing
Animals In Ring.
(Prepared by the United Statei Department

HOTELS

of Agriculture.)

A Larimer. Rooms 75o
There are muny of the elements of uiivnsoii. lKlta
up. Special rates to pormanent guests.
the
slock
in
live
for
sport
preparing
show ring and in competing with other
Would You Like a POSITION
breeders for prizes, and showing aniin DENVER?
no
mals at fairs and expositions Is
In deciding upon a business school
mere fad, although there are still some
It Is mors than training you want
If you would
you want a position.
people who seem to think so. Much
like a Denver position secure your
The
of the Improvement In the various
training in a Denver school.
Barnes School is the largest in this
breeds of animals in this country, says
36 teachers and lecturers for
section;
the United States Department of Agrcoming year. We will fill more than
Write to1,000 positions this year.
iculture, has been due to the comparicatalog.
day fur
sons made possible by bringing animals together In competition. Not only
do the breeders who compete reap a
benefit, but also every farmer nnd
breeder who attends the show 09 a
5
Denver, Colo.
Champa St.
spectator. Many a man marks tlie beginning of his success from the time
show where he was
of some
brought to a realization of the Inferiority of the stock on his farm.
A good illustration of the value of
a state fair as a
Improver
comes from a state in the Middle
A
West.
bill providing for the approMuch Cheaper
priation of $80,000 to build a hog born
on the state fair grounds was up before the legislature where It was enThe Model Cleaners and Dyers
"
countering much opposition because
J$gr
Tg V , J
of tlie comparatively large expendi- 1317 BROADWAY. DENVER, COLO.
ture planned and tlie short time the
building would be used each year. INFORMATION DEPARTMENT
Finally, one legislator, a smnJl-towi
iiimiirlea unsweied and
,m,T,
banker who had never made a speecli information gladly furnished without
to
Clover
Red
Under
Improve
Turning
In
a
and
before, got the floor
cost. Address any firm a Dove.
the Soil.
convinced his hearers thnt the
Request! Provision! in Swing Bill.
but this Is not great. There are ru- $80,000 would be well spent. He told
Washington. Arizona's request for
mors, however, that the eating of mil- of having studied the list of depositors
dewed hay causes inflammation In in his bank with tlie Idea of finding specific provision In the Swing bill for
horses' mouths. The Ohio experiment out whicli were breeders of purebred the participation of that state In the.
benefits expected to follow federal imBtation reports a quotation from a Ger- stock and how they stood In compariman writer stating that mildewed clo- son with the others. He found that 14 provements for the control of the Coloof them were breeders of purebred rado river will be presented to th
ver hoy causes stomatitis in horses.
Unfortunately the exact identity of hogs and all of them were prosperous, House Arid lands irrigation committee
the mildew on American red clover far above the average. Then this when it resume its sessions, Reprehas not yet been determined. When banker went to see each one of tlie 14, sentative Hayden of Arizona, ranking
Democratic member of tlie committee,
American seed Is planted side by side and he found that almost without exception they gave tlie state fair or has stated. A delegation from Arizona
with European seed, tlie mildew apsome other fair credit for having
will appear before the committee, Mr.
pears on the plants from American
taught' them the value of better blood Hayden Bald, with a recommendation
seed while only a trace of mildew
section of the
that the
appears on those from European seed. nnd the right type for the market.
There are farmers who find it next bill, contemplating the construction of
The United States Department of
a dam at Boulder canon, contain deflp
Agriculture would be glad to get re- to Impossible to pick a real good
unless they have tlie opportunity nlte apportionment to Arizona of eTeO
ports regarding the mildew In different ports of the country. It Is par to make comparisons. They may be trie power and of storage waters for
Interested In learning It nble to pick tlie best animal in a herd, irrigation purposes.
tlculnrry
horses eating tlie mildewed red clovei but If the herd happens to be a mediocre one they will pick an ordinary
hay are affected.
Report! on Grain Trading Bill.
Washington. The Senate agriculturEFFICIENT THRESHING HINTS
al committee, Informally reporting th
r
futures trading bill,
declared that the fluctuations In prices
Uniform, but Not Too Rapid Feeding.
since the original futures trading act
Constant Speed of Machine
was held unconstitutional, had dona
and Adjustment.
much to "confirm the belief of the
farmers that prices were being manipA few points to keep In mind for
ulated to his distinct disadvantage."
(filcient threshing are: uniform feedGrain exchanges contend, according to
ing, not trip rapid feeding, constant
the statement, that the fall In price
speed of tlie machine, and proper adwas due to unusually heavy hedging
justment. Many times when a
statement
sales, but the committee
is anxious to complete his job,
added, the belief persisted that the
the work Is rushed through at considerable loss to the owner of the grain.
drop resulted from "short selling by
Greater personnl Interest In each Job
professional speculators."
usuully makes the small threshing outVienna Unemployed Storm Capital.
fit more desirable than the large one.
With the large outfit a part of the
Several thousand unemVienna.
crew is usually a long distance from
because
ployed persons dissatisfied
home and they do not have the same
the government had rejected or deinterest In tlie work as when the enlayed its answer in their demands, untire crew is made up of men on adhinged the doors of the parliament
Cham p ion Poland China Sow.
jacent farms.
building and entered, wrecking the furanimal in the belief that they were niture.
CONTROL OF TUBERCULOSIS
Let us
getting a good one. By making his seWe have helped thousands.
lection at the farm of a successful ielp you. Write for catalogue.
Whole Areas Should Be Cleaned Up breeder or at a show where many excellent animals can be observed, his
Rather Than Scattered Herds
Colfax and Corona, Denver, Colo.
chances of getting the right sort of
to Be of Permanence.
stock are greatly Increased.
International Farm Congress May
Move Home from Kansas
Tuberculosis In cattle cannot be
SHADE AND WATER FOR STOCK
City to Denver.
kept under control, much less eradicated, if grade animals and single
Denver.
Sites were considered,
cows owned by families are omitted Abundant Supply Will Result in Rapid
new directors were added to those alWhole
clean-uGains
of any territory.
With
In the
and Economical
ready elected, and plans were made for
areas, therefore, like townships and
Hogs and Cattle.
the furthering of the plan for a gigancounties, should be cleaned up rather
tic
Colorado Industrial exposition at a
than scattered herds, If tlie work Is to
Experience has taught cattle and hog
meeting held recently In the club
be of permanent value and handled in men that a good shade with an abunthe most economical way, says the dant supply of pure water near the rooms of the Gentlemen's Driving and
United States Department of Agricul- feeding place will result In rapid and Ktding Club, 1525 Curtis street.
economical
ture.
gains, whereas lack of
The idea of a great exposition and
shade or shortoge of water or stagannual fair and permanent exhibits
nant Impure water make slow and come Into' being at a meeting held In
DAIRY COWS ARE IMPROVING
costly gains. Flowing springs or fresh the club rooms a few weeks ago.
well water are tlie best sources of supin
Association
In 45
A. J. Slmonson, one of the members
for stock.
ply
Nine Western States, 9,484 Make
of the board of directors, read a letMore Than 40 Pound.
USE PATIENCE WITH HORSES ter recently received from the International Farm Congress at Kansas
assoDairymen In the 45
Is City, In which It was said that DenGained Where Animal
Nothing
states
western
nine
In
the
ciations
ver was being favorably considered
Abused and Continually Kept
now own 9,484 cowg that have made
In Fear.
and
Nervous
for the permanent headquarters of th
more than forty pounds of butterfat
association. This, according to Mr.
in a month. Not many years ago a
Horses that are handled quietly and Slmonson, would mean the bringing to
cow was a rarity. There Is
will do much more work and
Denver of a large number of persons)(
much room for Improvement, however, patiently
In better condition on a given
In the general run of herds In all parti keep
In the work of the association,
amount of feed than will horses that engaged
of the country, says the United Statei
and probably of the establishment of
and continually kept nervabused
are
Department of Agriculture.
the permanent fair or exhibits of the
ous and In fear of the driver.
association in Denver.
YOUNG
IMPROVEMENT
ROAD
Beef Producer's Problem.
Rail Factions Stand Pat.
The beef producer's problem Is so to
Per Cent of American feed roughage that It will bring him
Eighty-FivNew York. "We are like bats; we
the greatest return. Corn fodder can't- see the way out" thus did tn
Highways Are Yet to Be Imwhen, fed with some kind of legume
proved in Some Way.
chief of one of the big five railroad
hay or nitrogenous concentrate to balbrotherhoods describe the position In
While highway Improvement has ance, makes a cheap and satisfactory
which the running trades found themmade tremendous strides In the United ration.
selves after their latest efforts to setStates In recent years It Is still in Us
tle the shopmen's strike, now nearing
per cent of AmerInfancy. Eighty-fivStudy of Feeding Value.
It
ican roads are yet to be Improved.
The beef producer must study the the end of Its eighth week. Peace neis not now so much a question of rais- feeding value of the different concengotiations centered on conferences being the money required to build good trates and roughages, and should be tween the brotherhood chiefs, cast as
roads as It Is the problem of spending guided by the market prices in balmediators, and the executives of more,
wisely the large sums available In ancing rations and feeding.
than a score of roads.
iviry state for this purpose.
162.1-4-
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Hit by Bolt, Turns Somersault.
Haddonfleld, N. J. Lightning struck

nni-m-

a tree under which Edward Armstad
was standing back of ids home, 114
Potter street, caused liim to turn a
double somersault und he fell hack apparently dead. Other members of the
family who witnessed the flash caused
him to be taken to the Cooper hospital,

Woman Refuses
to Become Old

New

sixty-two-

He Stopped His Train and Landed Big
Tarpon Fish for Mississippi
Woman.
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All ordem
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Capper-TInche-

Mother Still Loyal.
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THIS ENGINEER

WAS GALLANT
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e

old.
Wells, after a record run of
luck at Monte Carlo, soon became a bankrupt. He had many

flritin lielow.
mum-Ai.i.K-

Department of Agriculture Anxious to
Secure Reports From Various Sections, Particularly as Affect'
ing Horses.

mm

hl'KUIAI. IlliBIl bfc.lt VICU aecured If
ran mrnllan this pnper when writing

Severe Infestation Has Appeared
in Several States.

Consignment and
Methods.
Straight-Sale- s
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SERIOUS THIS YEAR

home duties and parish work, but she
was always an ardent render, and
kept herself young, she believes, by
striving always to be intellectually
awake, keeping herself In constant association with young people and safeguarding her health with judicious exercise and simple rules of hygiene.
"There is no end to growth," she
six
Her
declares
energetically.
weeks' study here she will use, she
explained, as n basis for her reading
during the winter months at home.
Philosophy and literature Interest her
and
most.
Comparative literature

Professor Montague's course In radconservative and reactionary
morals are
tendencies in present-dathe subjects she Is taking up here.
Doesn't Condemn Flappers.
Asked her opinion of the modern
"ilupper," she replied that the term
was used so Indiscriminately that she
was not sure of Its meaning, but that
she did not condemn the young girls
of today for reaching out toward freer,
broader lives. Girls of today do not
study so hard as (hey used, she said,
hut have a broader and more Intelligent outlook than liie schoolgirls of
her generation. But no one has any
excuse for narrowness and stagnation
today, she declared, because knowledge has been made so accessible In
our schools, libraries and the wealth
of periodicals In this country.
Her physical youthfulness Mrs.
Crawford attributes to a life full of
activity, plenty of nutdoor exercise
and obedience to the fundamental
laws of hygiene. In Greensboro she
lives with her dauditer, whose two
little girls, seven and eight, are "keeping up with grnndmother" by good
records in school.
ical,

LIVE WIRE
Woman

CHARGES

WATER

and Two Men Are Electrocuted in Odd Accident In
Maine.

North Anson, Maine. A woman and
two men were electrocuted here as
the result of a horse coming In contact with a charged wire In a pool of
rainwater. A guy win. was crossed
by a high tension wire and the horse,
driven by Ora I'ullen, struck It. Pullen
was killed In going to the aid of tha
animal, and Mrs. Thomas Moran and
Warren Nutting met death when they
stepped t't. i the water to assist
Puller

Hay Loader H Operation.

thresh-crma-

bales weighing from 75 to
100 pounds, and ranging in size from
14 by 10 inches to 17 by 22 Indies by
about 30 to 18 Indies In length. In
the Central Western murkets the 17 by
bale Is probably the most generally used, and on the Pacific Coast
both this size nnd the large bale prevail almost exclusively.
To avoid differences between buyer
and seller it Is suggested that a few
simple rules he kept in mind. The
seller should state clearly all necessary factors, Including quality and
quantity of hay, time at or within
which shipment can be made, routing,
rates, price, and terms of payment.
All sales should be confirmed by letter, stating all terms Included in the
is
original offer. When confirmation
received from the buyer any Items
that appear Incorrect should be corSince much of
rected Immediately.
such business is transacted by telephone or telegraph brevity Is necessary, but a few extra words will often
save much trouble and money, Sam-pi- e
telegrams covering various conditions are given in the bulletin.
Best Time to Market.
The time of marketing makes a
great deal of difference in the price
received for hay. Statistics compiled
by the department and tabulated In
this publication show that for a period of ten years ending in 1921 the
highest average prices at two large
markets were reached In April for
prairie and alfalfa hay, and in May
for timothy. The months of highest
price are Just before the new crop
three-wir-

e

begins to come on the market
Hay producers and shippers, says
the bulletin, should secure all the Information possible bearing on the marketing of hay. They may keep well
Informed by watching the reports pre-

pared periodically by the Department
of Agriculture. Copies of the bulletin
may be obtained by addressing the

at

Washington,

D. C.

BEET TOP SILAGE FOR EWES
Material Will Increase Flow of Milk
at Lambing Time Gradually
Increase Feeding.
Beet top silage will Increase" the
flow of milk of owes at lambing time.

best to start feeding only about
one pound per head dally and gradually to Increase the quantity to three
pounds per day. The udder may become feverish If this caution li not

It

Is

bserved.
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SPURNED BY MAN,

S

GIRL KILLS SELF
Flapper Love Sends Evelyn Cou
ture to Death and Kenneth
Gumm

BREAKS

to Hospital.

UP WEDDING

Marriage Festivities Turned Into
Tragedy by Infatuated Girl Bride
Tells Story of Dead Girl's
Persistence.
Toledo, Ohio. Flapper love, violent
and passionate, but shallow and Impotent, sent Evelyn Couture, nineteen
years old, of Sylvnnla, to her death
by her own hand and put Kenneth P.
of Toledo, In a
Gumm, twenty-one- ,
hospital with a bullet In his lung.
Mrs. Pearl Thomas Gumm, wife of
the wounded man, Is a candidate for
the state senate In the primary election. She has espoused the cause of
short skirts, bobbed hair and other
features of a liberal platform.
Wedding festivities of young Gumm
nd his bride of a few hours were
halted by an Insistent knock on the
i

LIKE SHORT GOAT

v
J

Blazing Footsteps Mark
Wild Flight of Boy

Chlckasha, Okla. Alviu Rob- erts, fourteen years old, put a
J tube of phosphorus In his pocket
i and is near death as a result.
His clothing suddenly Ignited
J
and soon he was enveloped In
flames.
He rushed to a blacksmith shop, where he was soused
In a tub of water, but the fire
started again when he was lifted
out. The shop also caught fire.
Rescuers' hands were seared
as they stripped the child's garments from him, but his bare
body blazed.
Papers and blankets were consumed before the
fire was finally extinguished.
Where the boy ran In his
flight from pnin, glowing foot
prints were left, where burning
phosphorus dripped down his
legs. He found the tube in an
alley.

GOWN

RESERVE,
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FOR AFTERNOON WEAR

Shame on Them.

J

Abbreviated

Jacket Has Taken
Paris by Storm.

i

Garment Cut
lnger-Tip

.8
MOTHER HEN TOO
MUCH FOR CROW
Black

Marauder Put to Flinht
When He Attempts to Carry
Off One of

Brood.

Lewes, Del. A mother hen helone- ing to George Wails, a farmer living
along the Georgetown-Rehohot- h
Beach,
has proved that the chicken Is a better fighter than old Jim Crow. A day
or two ago a lien of the common barnyard variety, while piloting thirteen
fluffy youngsters through a wheat
stubble, saw a big black crow pounce
on one of her little ones and attempt
to ny on: with it for supper.
The mother then saw the peril of
her progeny and leaped in the air,
reaching the black kidnaper and be
laboring him so severely that he was
obliged to drop the chick and fly into
a high altitude for safety.
Several
automobllists who witnessed the bat
tle declare the hen never showed the
white feather for a moment nor hesitated In attacking the greatest foe of
the chicken family.
They were, however, amazed at the
ferocity with which she countered on
the black marauder, and the crow
himself was evidently taken by surprise at the violence of his assailant,
for he winged away at top flight to
the nearest woods, leaving two or
three neck feathers behind as testimony of the prowess of the mother

Pulled the Gun and Fired.

ADVOCATE,

on

y

&p

pEEHAPS there are a few mothers who

do not know the virtues of Fletcher's
!are
there
few
who
know that there are imitations on
a
Perhaps
the market, and knowing this demand Fletcher's, It is to ALL motherhood, then,
that we call attention to the numerous imitations and counterfeits that may be
set before them.

Casioria.

Straight Lines, of

Length; Straight
Wide Sleeves.

and

There Is a veritable craze in Paris
at the present time for the short separate coat to be worn either over n
matching or contrasting skirt or over
any sort of dress and for almost every
occasion. In fact, the short jacket has
taken Puris by storm.
These coats, which are similar to
suit jackets, are cut on perfectly
straight lines and are of finger-tilength with straight and wide sleeves.
They may be worn with or without a
belt. It is noteworthy that they are
replacing to a considerable extent the
cont and the cape.
There is nothing unusual In the cut
of these coats, but there Is great novelty in the fabrics and trimmings used
In their making. All the Rodier silks
and satins in quilted and blistered ef
fects which nre having such a tremendous vogue ut the present time are
represented.
Lliere Is bulla, a blistered fabric
which, as its name implies, Is double.
Again, there Is cloquee, a quilted novelty. Certain definite patterns have
specific names, such as mosaic cloquees.
bulla mossenux and bnragladine. The
latter Is a wonderfully Interesting
printed, embroidered and blistered silk
crepe. In addition to coats of these
clocki fabrics there are models of
cloth and heavy silk crepes which are
usually embroidered In Russian or Persian designs.
Practically all these jackets, whether
of silk or cloth, are black and feature
fur trimming of some sort. Rabbit is
dyed to Imitate squirrel, kolinsky and
chinchilla. This lightweight nelt Is
lavishly employed In the form of standing collars, wide cuffs and deep bands
around the bottoms of many jackets.
Fur trimming is present even where a
model
embroidery.
In the novelty class is a Jacket of
India cashmere trimmed with moukey
fur about the neck and sleeves and
around the bottom.

It

all motherhood everywhere that we ring out the warning to beware
of the
".
For over thirty years Fletcher's Castoria has been an aid
in the upbuilding of our population; an aid in the
saving of babies.
And yet there are those who would ask
you to try something new. Try
this. Try that. Even try the same
remedy for the tiny, scarcely breathing, babe
that you in all your robust womanhood would use for yourself. Shame on them.

h

can-le-

A

CAPE FORGENERAL

WEAR

hen.
In such encounters the crow Is con
sidered almost equal to two barnyard

door of ihe bride's apartment on the
evening of the wedding day. When it
was answered Evelyn Couture, the
sinister shadow of the Gumms' court
ship, stood In the hall. She formerly
had held a place in Gumra's favor.
Asks Girl to Depart.
Mrs. Gumm, realizing that the girl
was agitated over the news that young
Gumm had married, asked why Miss
Couture did not go away and leave
them alone.
"He's mine, Pearl Thomas," she replied to the bride who formerly was
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made
appeal.
distinctive by the chinchilla collar and
long sleeve panels.

Bowel?

Your Friend, the Physician.
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FOR EVENING WEAR

Too
Summery
Fabric, Considered
Fluffy for Daytime, Crowded Out
by Dark Silk.

Summer Isn't over and organdie has
always had a place In the heart of the
American girl who Is often at her best
In this sheer, summery fabric. Of late
years It has been considered too fluffy
for daytime wear and has been crowded out by dark illk gowns, "which
women prefer to wear In spite of the
heat. Now, however, It is offered as
one of the latest materials for the
summer evening gown and one Is entirely surprised at what Is being done
with It in this line.
The orgnndle gown of today is not
ruffled, tucked or
but is
used with one color over another and
trimmed with self-tone- d
flowers and
plcotlng. Rose over lavender gives a
effect that Is lovely. Yellow
over orange is also very attractive.
One of the prettiest combinations Is
shown In a frock--o- f
pale green made
over a foundation of old blue. The
usage of these two colors gives
bronze effect. Twisted about the low
waist Is a sash composed of folds of
deep lavender, dark green and bronze
organdies.
These organdie gowns are at their
best when made simply with the snug-fitting bodice that Is sleeveless an
with quite a full skirt which may be
The neck an
plcoted In scollops.
armholcs finish In pleoting. Stockings
should mutch the color f the underslip.

The history of all medicines carries with it the story of battles
against popular beliefs : fights against prejudice : even differences of
opinion among scientists and men devoting their lives to research work;
laboring always for the betterment of mankind. This information
is at the hand of all physicians. He Is with you at a moment's call
be the trouble trifling or great. He is your friend, your household
counselor. He is the one to whom you can always look for advice
even though it might not be a case of sickness.
He is not just a
doctor. He is a student to his last and final call. His patients are
his family and to lose one is little less than losing one of his own

msww-0Hh,-

Cheerfulness

ORGANDIE

Children Cry For
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Pearl Thomas, manicurist and artist
model. Mrs. Gumm attempted to per
suade the girl to go away and not
make a scene on account of the mar
Feathered Gown.
riage.
An exquisite version of nn evening
"Oh, what's the use," she replied
:
..." mr??sfr&
gown made entirely of feathers is worn
despondently.
The color
by a popular actress.
Then, according to Mrs. Gumm, the
chosen Is heliotrope, which sets off to
Couture girl asked that Mrs. Gumm
Here li a charming cape of tan and advantage the lady's coloring. Ostrich
step out Into the hallway.
brown that attracts the flappers as feathers are admirably suited to the
"After a recent experience with her,
well as those desiring a caps outfit for popular bouffant skirt, overlapping In
I was afraid to do this. Then she
such a way as to form Innumerable
said she wished to see Kenneth," the
general wear.
' bride said.
The new decollete line is a
points.
Dainty Touch.
"He came out of the bathroom and
deep oval filled In with small feather
Dainty rosebud applique ndds a flowers which also decorate the girdle,
saw her. He said : 'Go home, we're
This feather gown is the last word
pretty effect to the top of the pink
married. Let us alone.'
in originality and charm.
"She Insisted that she wanted to
The Crow Was Taken by Surprise.
see him for a moment and came Into
the room, carrying a flapper hat In her fowls under ordinary conditions, but PLAITING IS MUCH FAVORED
iicim ann moral srrnps. The more
mother hen evidently Is the better
hand. Kenneth said: 'I suppose you
these nre seen the hotter, from the
when
the
two
of
lives
the
have a gun again. Well, If you have, fighter of
I'artslenne's standpoint. And i;i truth
her brood are at stake and need her Trimming Form In Limelight on Chic
you might as well shoot. I eat bullets.
those trimmings form nn extremely
Summer Dresses
batiste Is
"Of course, he didn't think she defense.
dainty
adjunct to the summer
Winsome.
Always
would shoot, but she walked up to
tume.
hlin-anpulled the gun from under her IS WARNED BY MOONSHINERS
Plaiting Is a trimming form mnch
hat and fired. I had started down
favored for the summer dress, if the HINT ON IRONING WITH GAS
stairs and turned at the shot. She
Who Discovered 39
skirt Is not knife or ncconleon plaited.
had thrown her arms around him, but Georgia Pastor,
Stills, Given One Week to Get
It Is likely to 'ntroduve plaits In the
even though wounded, he flung her
bingie Burner Can Be Made to Heat
Away, Will Stay.
form of Inset or flying panels.
Several Flatirons: Much Can
from him toward a corner. Then I
One lovely white crepe de chine
Be Saved.
heard another shot, and, running back,
Atlanta, Ga. The Rev. Robert frock uses flat bands of
plaits to out
thought she had shot him again. When Stewart, Methodist preacher of Floyd
Get a strip of metal large enough to
I reached the door she was falling to county, Georgia, has been threatened line its bateau neck and deep arinholes
the floor. She had killed herself. with death because of his activities and drops slender plaited panels from hold four or five flatirons and heat the
Its lowered waistline.
"When I saw her there, all crumpled
Irons on this. A single gas burner will
against "moonshiners" In the North
embroidered and heat the metal from end to end, and
Batiste,
delicately
up and Kenneth wounded, I fainted.
A
note of warning,
Georgia mountains.
is always attractive for thus do the work of three or four. The
"She didn't love Kenneth and he
found tacked to the parsonage, read:
summer. It Is best when simply made, snme strip of metal can be used for
didn't love her. She might have been
"We have had enough reporting of so
that It relies on Its exquisite work making grlddlecakes.
Infatuated with what I would call flap
stills in this settlement. We will give for Its effect.
Turn over the Irons a metal pan sn
per love, but there was nothing deep
ne
week to get away. If yon
you
Under this heading come frocks of as to save the top heat, and turn the
about her affection.
one will have to take care
some
don't,
ecru batiste made over black sntln or gas down low. With care four or five
"I truly love my husband, although
charmeuse slips. One smart one shows flats can he kept hot at a cost of about
It has only been In the last few weeks of your wife and children."
Stewart turned the note over to pro the fichu treatment which crosses 10 cents for an
.that we have been together much,
ordinary Ironing. Do
after a long estrangement. During hibition officers and announced his in- above the plnin,
black not put flatirons directly over a gas
tention of continuing his crusade.
Jhese weeks this girl continually folsatin bndlce, while the batiste
flame, as the watery vapor from the
"I know how to handle a gun and
lowed us. Kenneth told me he was
parts at the center back to reveal flame will rust and consequently
will
use
not
to
one
occasion
hesitate
if
Its black satin foundation.
through with her.
roughen them.
"As late as two nights before the demands," he said. He uncovered 39
in
stills
that
the
last
within
region
wedding I wanted to terminate our
STRAPS OF PEARL AND METAL
Dressmaking Hints.
friendship and give Kenneth to her If three months.
There are a number of lovely ways
he wanted to go to her, but he assured
to
finish
the serviceable and smart
Dainty Shoulder Pieces Are Used on
Twins Look Alike to Mother.
me that there was nothing to his
cretonne gowns. Orgnndle, In the pre
Some of the Summer Lingerie
Baltimore, Md. Edwin and Milton
friendship with her and that he meredominating color, may make nn
Instead of Ribbons.
GoslorowskI are twin sons of Mrs.
ly had spent some time with the Coubinding at sleeves, pocket and
ture girl while we were estranged. Phlllpina GoslorowskI. Edwin got lost.
Tiny shoulder straps of pearl and bateau neck. Through this, ribbon In
Three weeks ago he told me he was His mother left him on a street car.
metal are used on some of the summer a harmonizing tone Is run and tied in
ready to settle down and we started Mrs. GoslorowskI rushed to the police
lingerie Instead of ribbons that so perky bows. Either ribbon or a slender
could
not
but
which
remember
station,
going together again.
wrinkle and soil. Some time ago string belt is used and tied at the
"Then Miss Couture Interfered. Reof the twins was lost, so she hurried easily
left front.
came Into existence the thin silAnother
there
home
to
ask the other which he was. ver
cently she met us on the street and
finish which Is seen on a number of
or
gold cord, replacing the ribbon
a
He
on
was
said he
us. Kenneth told her
Milton, so an alarm
pulled
gun
shoulder strap. The Idea of the sliver imported cretonne frocks is buttonto stop talking about him as he was was spread for Edwin.
Two hours
or gold cord or chain was thnt it holing done in colored wools. And still
later he was found.
through."
would ho Invisible. Not so with the another binds the edges with linen.
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Believe him when he tells you as he will that Fletcher's
Castoria has never harmed the littlest babe, and that it is a good
thing to keep in the house. He knows.
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PUTNAM FADELESS
Collect arid congregate are synonymous, yet the church often finds that
there Is a vast disparity between the
collection
and the congregation.
Omaha World-Heral-

A few

people

A life

of loafing

DYES-d- yes

v..

ALWAYS

of

c.tv.

to Old Lingerie

Gives Charming New Shade
A Difference.

BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'S CASTORIA

CASTORIA

m

m

THAT IS AROUND

BOOKLET

or tints as you wish

A man often feels the loss of hl
read the Declaration
of Independence and tell the rest first wife most nfter securing a sec- what's In It.
ornl.
Is

less criticised

away from home.

What becomes of a man's respecta
blllry after death?
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The Baking Powder that Gives
the Best Service in Your Kitchen

The Economy BMMSRIG

PQWBEE

GUARANTEES
Pn?e and Wftoleooine Foods
No Failures

No

Waste

short-sleeve-
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over-ski-

When a "Big and Cheap"
can of baking powder is
offered you LOOK OUT. jsj"I

91
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inch-wid- e
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Every can of Calumet is
the samekeeping Qualhst spoonity Perfect
ful good as the first.
BEST BY TEST

The moderate cost of
Calumet combined with
the highest merit estab
lishes the greatest of
bakingpowdereconomy.

it

You save when you buy
You save when you use it!

The World's Greatest Baking Powder
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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
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EDITOR AND GENERAL MANAGER.
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at of Congress of March 2,

WEED

About 'to (Send a
Mission to That Utile

1879.
S"

SUBSCRIPTION-RATE-

One year in advance

$2.00

Great Britain

if

We Can Help Yoo
E7.

Protection

and watch the interest grow
We watch both the prin
cipal and interest for
you and relieve

1

Lomeybusiness
will

TO

'Jf

WHEN IN NEED
anything in the line ot

GENERAL MERCHANDISE)

MAIM

EE MADE

Explorer and Scientists Will Examine Rare Books and Manuscripts and
Thoroughly Investigate Customs
on the "Roof of the World."

Groceries,

T.

C.

Turk,

The Reserve Garage
General Repairing,
Oxy-Ace-

!

Lathe Work

lene Welding

tj

Gasr'0ils, Accessories and Supplies
Comparel'our prices

withothers.

EVERY JOBIGUARANTEED

ist.
A mission composed of some of Great

A. G. HILL,

Phone No.

Manager.
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MODERN.
STEAM HEATED

Hotel Aragon

shoes,

Market

Mail orders solicited and promptly filled
NEW

MAGDALENA,

MEXICO

First National Bank
Magdalena, New Mexico

5 per cent paid

on time deposits

The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County

YOUR PATRONAGE

"A drug store that can give me
just what I want in tablets, pencils,
pens and other school things is,
the store that will get my trade."
But that is just one part of the
modern service of our store. Not
only all sorts of school supplies but
the many home needs of the
6chool boy will be satisfactorily
answered here.

o

the Santa Fe shops was
AVISO.
frustrated by a puard at 1:40 this
Aviso es por lo presente dado MUTE, 10, SUDDENLY SPEAKS
morning when he discovered a segun un juicio en rem. registra-dbomb which had been placed
en la arriba citida causa, yo Boy Gains Power After Praying at
under the car and threw it on nfrecere a venta publica el 25 dia
Altar In Tented Church of
an ash pile, where ie exploded.
le setiembre, 1922 en la puerta
Evangelist.
No damage was caused.
del frente de la casa de corte de
The watchman noticed a man este condado, principiando a las Clarksburg, W. Va. Clarence Mc
ten years old, a mute since
running away from the car and 9 a. m., al mas alto postor, por Afee,
suddenly gained the power of
fired several shots at him.
dinero al contado, la propiedad birth,
speech after praying at the altnr of u
One dead and three hurt in an deKcripta en dechos juicios a
tented church where evangelistic servun derecho de retencion ices were being conducted by the Penattempt to wreck a t.ain.
A new train wrecking plot has del Estado
por tasacion en ella yj tecostal denomination.
been discovered in an attemut eu conformiiiad
The story of the seeming miracle was
con la ley en tal
1
blow up a train near Alton, Id es casus hecho y
told by Mrs. Ida Trlbett of Sturgls,
proveido.
One person was killed and three
Mich., the evangelist In charge of tlte
A. Kiehne,
with the
severely injured.
Tesorero de condado, Condado de revival. Those acquainted
hoy say he hud never spoken before
It is evident that there is a Catron, Nueva Mexico.
The case Is vouched for by various
new train wrecking plot because
persons who attended the meeting.
L. A. Jessen, Diputado.
of the discovery of attempts to
blow up trains, and shops where
Wages In Hungary.
men are employed;
Maiden
Viennu. A table comparing the pay
Perry
the burning and dynamiting 0f
commisof ofllcers of the
LAWYER
bridges and other railway propsions In Budapest and that of high
and
erty, greasing of tracks
Hungarian officials, published "by the
NEW MEXICO.
MAGDALENA,
slugging of workers.
newspaper Szozat, shows that a Brit-

HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor

Handy for Stationery
Buy it by the box, by the pound or
in tablets. The very best grade
that you can secure for the price
you wisn to invest can be purchased
lere at a saving in time and trouble.

o

Please Our Patrons

The Best Meals and Dining Room Service

sat-isfac-

MAKR IT YOUR HOME WHILE IV MAGDALENA

Tn IVTo nvlnlrmo
Wlmn
IT
All J.TAtlUCllllLtl
Call at the Borwdale Barber Shop

I

for first class work.

t
I

non-unio-

n

Inter-allle-

ish colonel receives 8,000,000 kronen
a year and a British captain three to
five millions, while the Hungarian regent receives only 8,000,000 and a cabinet minister 106,400.

Trades Son for Horse.
A Quebec farmer, mainson
taining that his
was bis property, exchanged the boj
for an old horse with soma gypsies.
Xu boy ws rescue) by Uli uacl
,

'

Quebec.

nineteen-year-ol-

d

SOLICITED

Sonny Says- -

at

Pete Castanos Prop.

and

GASOLINE FILLING STATION.

'

HOT and COLDRUNNING WATER

We Use Every EH'ort to

boots

goods,

rr1eat

-'

t

dry

Culuo-Tl-betu- n

Reserve, New Mexico

m

COMPANY

Hardware, tinware, farm implements,

she-dev- il

give us a trial.

MERCANTILE

THE CASH STORE

London.
Great Britain Intends to
make a thorough study of the little
known land of Tibet, where
and belief lu ghosts still ex-

Britain's ablest explorers, scientists,
soon
missionaries and ethnologists
will leave London for the city of
Lhusa, which is burled behlud the
world's greatest rampart of mountains, the Himalayas, between India
and China. The mission will proceed
The Utility Butinete Paper
under the auspices of the International
uYl
Buddhist union,
in order to give you the quickest service possible.
representing
schools of Buddhism., Including the
Buddhist society of the United States,
WE HAVE A COMPLETE MULTIGRAPH EQUIPTMENT
Rare Books to Be Studied.
with which to print and sign personal letters to your constituent?.
The mission will makes a closer InWe will match in the names for you; print and address the vestigation of the Tibetan people, their
customs, religion ami hinguage than
1ms yet been possible, together with a
envelopes. Ask us about it.
study of rare books and manuscripts
indicted known to exist in the monastic liOtis Clark has been
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
braries. These are expected to prove
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR and is held without bail in the of the greatest value, not only to
the
in
confined
Marion
He
is
Las
at
jail.
U. S. LAND OFFICE
Buddhist scholarship and to the study
narrow cell which was of comparative
Crueos, New Mexico, August 12, 1922. same
religion, but in filling
NOTICE is hereby given that ocenpied by Settimi Destntis, many gaps that nt present exist in the
Leonard F. Craft, of Mangas, New who precipitated the riots at world's knowledge of the early history
Frankfort several years of u country which to the present duy
Mexico, who, on September 20, 1921, wert
,
for ago while waiting to ascend the Is veiled in mystery.
made Homestead Entry No.
The Tibetans live In mountain
SEi Section 18; NWi gallows,
SEI SEi; W
Clark is president of the loca strongholds 15,000 feet above the level
NEi; NL'i NWI; Lots 1 and 2. Section
III. ;if the sea, 500 feet higher than Mount
l.i. T. IS., K. 14 W., and NJ; NWI miner's union at Weaver,
Whitney, the highest peak In the Unitkillei
He
with
is
1
S.
having
charged
Range
SWi, Section 24, Township
ed States. They have always proved
C.
K.
Mc.
supDowell, crippled
has tiled
15 W. N. M. I'. Meridian,
inhospitable to foreigners and to the
notice of intention to make final three erintendent of the Lester Strip introduction of modern ideas.
near which the massecre
Little Is known of the origin of the
y.;ars Proof, to establish claim to the mines,
people. Local tradition hus It that the
land above described.before Justiniano occurred.
progenitors of the race were "a
liaca, Uaite States Commissioner at
New York Bootleggers
of the Himalayas" and an ape
Magdalens, New Mexico, on the 4th
from the plains of Hindustan.
day of October 1922.
'
The last foreigner In Tibet was an
N. Y. Bootlegging Ring Smashed
15fiClaimnt names as witnesses;
American missionary, Dr. A, L. Sliel- headwith
two
reads
a
Sims
Arrests,
Bill
B,
Howerton
L.
Uel
Kjllion
ton of Sun Fruuclsco, who spent 17
Johnston ;;ind Dempsy Smith all of line. Not as numerous in the years at Butting, near the
as
the
mountains.
in
motropolis
Mangas New Mexico.
border.
Nemecia Ascarstc.
Last of Theocracies,
jVftiS
Register, Turpentine Possibilitea
In Its form of government Tibet Is
one of the few remaining theocracies
Aug. 19 to Sept. li B
In New Mexico.
In the world.
The people lead a
It is claimed by I, F. Eldredge, nomadic life. Monogamy, polygamy
Under the
inspector from the Washington and polyandry flourish.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION office
of the forest service, that polynndrous system the eldest son of a
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR within five
family marries a woman and she beyears New Mexico comes the common wife of himself
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Las will be the
of
center
turpentine
und liis brothers.
Cruces, New Mexico. August 19. 1922. the United States.
Doctor Shelton found that the TiNOTICE is hereby given that Joseph
About 30V of the turpentine betan womun usually marries three or
x S. Beatty, of Greens Gap, New Mexico
produced in 'the United States four brothers, and in one case that
who. on September 2U, 1921, made comes from a tew of the south
came under his observation a woman
No
for
Homestead Entry,
018047,
western states which will become had six brothers for husbands. The
SW1 Section 11; SEJ NE1;
WJ SEi;
exhausted within five years, oldest brother Is considered the father
Eh SEI; WJ EJ; Sj NWi; NEi NWI
according to Mr, Eldrjdge, and md the other brothers the uncles of
Section 14; SEi NEi, Section 15 Town- the
the family.
industry must move to other Woman
occupies a superior position.
ship 3 S. Range 12 W. N. M. P. lields if it continues at all. The
She is master of the home and farm.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention new
fields are New Mexico,
Grass, worms, fungi and the horns
to make final three years Proof, to
Califurtua and Old Mexico.
of young deer, ground to powder, are
establish claim to the land above deExperiments which have been considered by the Tibetans infallible
scribed, before Justiniano Baca, U. S. conducted for a long time
prove mediclnul remedies for all ills und are
New
at
Commissioner,
Magdalena,
New Mexico western even held In high favor as table delithe
that
Mexico, on the 11th day ol October
yellow pine will produce as good cacies.
1922.
turoentine and resin a3 the long Thousands of years of Isolation have
Claimant names as witnesses
leaf pine of the southestern states paralyzed the progress of the people.
L. O. Funville, James Covvart, John
There is no public Instruction. Pagan
Lawrence, of Greens Gap, New Nexico.
En la Corte del Distrito del forms of worship prevail. Only the
most elemental form of government
Frank Landava.o,of Datil, New Mexico Condado de
Catron, Nuevo Mex exists.
Nemecia Ascarate
ico.
ESTADO
DE NUEVO
Offenders against the law, which Is
Register
MEXICO, UEMANDOR.
derived largely from the Kanjur, the
20
to
23
August
September
vs.
Buddhist bible, a work of 106 volumes,
La propiedad delinquente y las are punished by having their hands
Railroad and Coal Strike personas mostradas en la lista de and feet amputated.
When a Tibetun dies his body Is
asesamiento por el ano de 1920 y
at a Glance.
and fed to vultures.
a todas los duenos y a las person-- ,
The people are extremely poor.
os tenier.do estado, derecho, titu-iAn attempt to blow up a car in
They dress in sheepskins und the usual
o interes en ella.
which 11 workers were sleeping
rule is one garment to a person.

The RESERVE STATE BANK.
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help your
The right kind of printed forms
and
time
keeping
your records
by
your
saving
prosper
in proper shape.
Our service as printers is not limited to taking your
order and putting some ink on paper according to
your directions.
We are able to make suggestions for business printing
that may save considerable money for you. Our plant
is completely equipped and we carry a stock of

you of all the
banking worries.
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CAREFUL STUDY
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Make

You not only protect your

savings, but you get paid for
a savings
doing so when you have
account at this bank.
Money that's idle means money
wasted. Put your saving to work

Known Land.

We can show an array of tints and textures large enough to include your favorite.
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Tablets
etc
pharmacy
gaunt's New
Mexico.
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